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The Entire
Republican

Holland, Michigan, Thursday,

Election

Notes

Frank D, Fitzgerald, Michigan's
New Governor

Wins

The Republican headquarters on
River and 9th Streets, and the
t
Democraticheadquarters on ColCOUNTY OFFICERS OVER- lege and 8th Streets,look like
WHELMINGLY ELECTED
wrecks today. Superfluous campaign thunder after electionlies
Two Holland DenocratoAlso Car- pretty well scattered,and party
ried Away in Landslide
workers will make a clean sweep

Ticket
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Number .45

Holland Girl

CONNELLY SENDS BILL OF
CALIFORNIA PENSION
PLAN

,

The News Has

Travels Thru

Wm. M. Connelly
of Holland, who are touring
Mr. and Mrs.

Netherlands

PUPILS WANT TO

BUY

TANNERY PROPERTY
If the students of Holland high
and junior high had their way, the
Tannery Property, a proposal ad-

A Missionary
Tells of

Some

Real Oil Wells

through the West, seeing Califorvocated by Aid. Kalkman, would
nia in particular, write:
have carried immediately.In the “DIRK” DYKSTRA WORKS IN
Dear Ben:
GIVES UNUSUAL REPORT ON vote on that proposal,junior high TEMPERATURE 172 DEGREES,
This state beggars mv extraorRELIEF IS HANDLED studenU voted 300 Yes and 178 No,
TOO HOT TO WRITE
dinary vocabulary, both from a
and the Holland high voted 368
scenic and political standpoint. The
Miss Winnie Bumn of Holland Yes and 186 No.
of the buildingsdespite the clean
“ham and eggs amendment — $30 has returned from The NetherHas Alumni Dinner with Indian
The Republican county ticket, as sweep at the polls.
every Thursday handout — will not lands, loaded with souvenirs and
well as the state and legislative
Graduates Where Fingers Were
ticket, was swept in by a veritable
carry. The voters are aware of ita keen-sakes. She came to the HolHOLLAND CITY NEWS ONE
CDemocrats
may
call
yesterday’s
landslide in Ottawa County. Even
inpracticability. Expect to go to land City News office on her arDAY EARLY
# #
Yosemite Valley tomorrow, and rival with grips filled with them.
Earnest C. Brooks, who was elec- "’pother Democratic weather with a
A
most interestingletter was
ted aa state senator two years ago. little rain and sleet, but the electhen back to Los Angeles.
She spent several months in The
Because of Armistice Day com“Bill”
and Nicholas Sprietsma, also of tion returns up state do not bear
Netherlands, and visitedher own ing on Friday, and the Post Office sent the Holland City News frhm
India, written by a missionary
Holland, who was electedtreasur- that out. The automobile,undoubtEnclosed Mr. Connelly sends a birth place.
is closed because of a legal holitake-off on this pension plan, ader 2 years ago, were defeated.Mr. edly, has changed a great deal of
She tells especiallyhow unem- day, the News is requested by the (.m1!1 il°!la"dMrs.
brooks had a vote in Ottawa Coun- this.
vocated by certainDemocrats. The ployment insurance works there. postmaster to print one day early WilterdinkDykstrs, is a co-worker
with
her
husband
and
has
been
for
bill shows Santa Claus standing This has been in vogue for more
ty of 6,899 votes, and former Judge
in order to secure an earlierde- three ecore years. Mr. Dykstra,
Earl W. Munshaw, candidatefor
John Vanderwerp.a graduate of
in the halo of a most colorful rain- than 20 years, and the fund had
livery. This publicationis com- who was a student at Hope college
Hope College, and circuit judge in State Senator, from Grand Rapbow. Over the rainbow in a semi- been accumulating beyond the plying with this request.
35 years ago, was a newsboy for
Muskegon County for at least 20 ids, beat George Veltman, former
circle are these words: “E Pluribus needs until 1929, when there was
o
this newspaper.The letter from
years, had a vote of 10,127. It is city commissioner at Grand RapKiddem 30 Thursday.” and in each much unemployment.If employees
said that Mr. Vander Werp’s vote ids, by a 4 to 3 vote. Mr. Veltman
corner of the fiat money are the cannot get work, work is found for BROWER TRAVELS FOUND IN Rev. Dykstra follows:
NEXT SECTION
in his own county has been very is well known in Holland, having
letters IOU, beautifully engrav- him if possible, and he must do
• •
“v*
Kodaikanal, South India
large. Nicholas Sprietsma, Demo- spoken here often, and made a pubed, and on one side are these words that work when they assign it to
Mr.
Ben
Mulder
.
The interestingtravels of Dr.
crat, made the best run, receiv- lic speech for the Democratic par“This certificate is illegal tender him. The following week he must
'
ing 8,147 votes to Fred Den Herder, ty last week at Democratic headfor privatedebts,” signed Pass De report exactly what he has earn- Brower in the Arctic region, accom- Holland City
.’ ......
son of the former treasurer, 9,036, quarters.
Buck Comptroller. At the end of ed, and two-thirdsis deducted from panied with pictures, will bo found Holland,
*
• • •
Mr. Den Herder receivinga majorthe rainbow is a large pot, not the relief if he falls short. If the this week and every week hereafter Dear Mr. Mulder:
There are several reasons why
ity in the county of 888.
filledwith goldj and along side of nian or woman does not report he on page 1, section 2. There arc still
Ate Dykstra, who has many
Complete returns in the county
the pot is this inscription: “If you is fined in the form of having his several installmentsof his world missionariesin Muscat leave much
friendsin Holland,was overwhelmof their correspondence for the
as compiled by county clerk, Wil- ingly elected for State Representaput 104 coppers in my pot, I will allowancetaken away for three travelogueto come.
summer vacation. When the
.1
liam Wilda and staff is aa follows:
.exchange
this
for
a
real
buck.
Ham
weeks.
This
is
an
unwritten
law,
tive of the first district in Grand
See full party tabulationof elec- weather is fine during the winter
On Governor, and other state of- Rapids. Mr. Dykstra had been in
N. Eggs, treasurer." Across the and there is no grafting or chiselficers, congressional and legislaface of the bill this inscription ap- ing. The community has a clear- tion returnson page 4, this section. months we are usually very bqsy
the state legislaturefor a great
in order to get done as much as
tive and the county officers:
pears: "This certifies that there is ing house, where jobs that are to
many years, out was swept out of
possiblebefore the heat is turned
Governor: Frank D. Fitzgerald,
on deposit in the pot at the end of be had are first given out rather
BEAUTIFUL FALL RIGHTS
office with the Roosevelt landslide
on, about the middle of March.
R., 10,863;Frank Murphy, D., 6,the rainbow 20 wooden nickles.” than have workers remain idle and
ITSELF AGAIN
a few years ago, but apparently ne
Then for a month or two the heat
612.
On the oppositeside the highly en- live on a “dole." This is not tolerhas come back with flying colors.
Lieutenant Governor:Luren D.
graved certificate states the fol- ated, and a good day’s work is exThe beautifulfall has been so begins to tell on us and we begin
Dickinson,R., 10,959;Leo J. Nowlowing: “The state of confusion. pected and is generally received. continuously that it almost seems to ease up on everything that can
Nicholas Sprietsma for Treasuricki, D., 6,897.
They call relief in The Nether- unnatural.The first real bad day be put off. There Is no uae.waRFor use in bankruptcy. All public
Secretary of State: Ha
Harry F. er was the only county officer;in
officesare given, from state treas- lands "steun." Miss Buma states was on ElectionDay, when it was ing Hill the cool of the evening
Kelly, R., 10,170; Leon D. Case, fact, the only Democrat who won
urer to the teacher of the school one incident that was really laugh- a little snappy and a few flakes of because it does not cool off in ue
in Holland city. The former city
D., 6,780.
district.”“Besides you and me and able, but proved serious to a cou- snow fell. But Wednesday turned evening. While, the temperature
Attorney General: Thomas Read, treasurer had a majority of 674
everyone else,” then a large one ple. A man and a woman had out beautiful again; the weather does not go up so high, our midn
R.^10,443; Raymond W. SUrr, D., over • Fred Den Herder, a former
buck every Thursday. "Scrambled hoarded their money in a pail— continuesfar from wintry-like. trouble is that it does not come
Holland man, who moved to Grand
4,000 gilders—and still they were From Labor Day till today, there down. I remember a- typical day
eggs for California.”
State Treasurer: Miller Dunckel, Haven with his parents when his
There is more "ribbing” in that receiving from the "steun. ’ This simply has been one continuationof in June last year when the temR., 10,143; Theodore I. Fry, D., 6,- father became treasurer, some
2x0 piece of paper than one can amount of money caused jealousy summer, including heat waves. perature went up to 110 dwing
the day, went down to 106 at sun631.
twenty years ago.
imagine. It must have taken a lot between the pair, and they quar- Flowers and fruit, as will be seen
• • •
set, and by two o’clock that nignt
Auditor General: Vernon J.
of thought to put so much about reled so loud and long as to what elsewhere in many instances,have
it was up to 112, The sun temBrown, R., 10,806; George T. Gunthe subject on a bill smaller than share was whose and who was tak- bloomed and borne again. The only
Grand Rapids voted on a “stores
dry. D., 6,971.
a $1 bill of Uncle Sam’s curren- ing from the pail when the other tell-talefeature that nature showa peraturesare, of course, mudh
open Sunday” law, which came up
higher. One day in September!
United States Representative: repeatedly;however, this time the
cy. Well, next Tuesday will tell wasn't looking that neighbors be- is the denuded trees and flocks of
Carl E. Mapes, R., 11,413; Tunis vote was 1,616, rejecting the ordinhow far voters will “fall for" pan- gan to listen and reportedit to the geese and ducks going to the south found that we were doing repAir
work in the sun in a temperature
Johnson, D., 5,708.
governmentagent. Officers went to land.
nacies of that nature.
ance for closing.
of 172. So you see how tne story
State Senator: John Vanderwerp,
Fitzgerald in action campaining in Wayne County
the house and confiscated the entire
o
* • •
got to go the rounds there that a
Kg 10,127; Earnest C. Brooks, D.,
Note: — This article came too pail of money.
COMMUNITY CHEST GOES
dog was chasing a rabbit one dap,
Frank D. Fitzgerald,according Fitzgerald’sadvantagein 2,109 late to appear before, but now that
CongressmanAlbert J. Engel of
The Netherlanders have the old
OVER THE TOP but it was so hot they were both
State Representative:Nelson A. Muskegon who spoke in Holland on to late returns;leads Frank Mur- of 2,403 outstate precincts was electionis over, we can say that
habit of walking in the street inwalking!
Miles, R., 10,869; Frederick Kam- Monday night when the elephant phy by 88,975, with only a few pre"Bill”
was
right
and
the
"ham’n
stead
of
taking
the
sidewalks,
a
more than 175,000 votes.
At 6 o’clock this evening we noSo I have waited with
ferbeek, D., 6,160.
vlfh writir
writing
walked, won over his opponent, cincts to hear from.
egg" pension was overwhelmingly custom of years’ standing. The
tice that the large thermometer you ’till L arrived here,
Murphy who carried22 counties defeated in California.
b, 1the Arcot
ProsecutingAttorney: Elbern Noel Fox, by a 40,195 to 29,124
With only 144 of the state’s 3,553
police in the larger cities warn
fastened on the old Holland City Mission hill station of KodaikAnaL
K<
Parsons,R., 11,384; Louis J. Stemp- vote.
precincts unreported,Fitzgerald in 1936 when he defeated Fitzgerthem, since more automobiles are
State Bank building under the You may be interestedin a trip.
fly, D., 5,463.
was 88,975 votes ahead of Murphy. ald by 48,919, carried only 11 Tuescoming
into use each year. In
clock, bubbled over, and the mer- I made in June to Bahrein, both to
Alger, Baraga, Delta, DickinSheriff: Frank Van Etta, R., 12,LOCAL SCHOOLS ARE OVER- Totals included the returns from day:
small villages, however, the cus- cury shows that more than $16,000 consult a dentist and to get away
SIXTY YEAR AGO COLUMN
209; Frank Wierda, D., 5,008.
1,000 of Wayne county’s 1,150 vot- son, Gogebic, Houghtonand Keweetom
still prevails.
WHELMINGLY REPUBLICAN ing districts.It was from industrial naw in the upper peninsula,con- HELD OVER BECAUSE .OF
has been subscribedfor the com- from Muscat during the hotteat
County Clerk: William Wilds, R„
The main vehicle in The Nether- munity fund. The excellentcom- month. Six hundred miles is quit*
11,843; John Vanderburg, D.( 6,868.
Wayne that Murphy derived his ceded Democratic territory,and
ELECTION RETURNS
lands is the bicycle. Wherever one mittee and the many co-workers a long way to go to see a dentist,
ligl school students greatest strength.
Muskegon, Presque Isle and Wayne
County Treasurer: Fred Den Herlooks, one sees men and women ped- and public-spirited
the candidateson the
citizens made but at our age our remainiilif teeth
der, R., 9,035; Nicholas Sprietsma, voted on all the
Returns from 3,309 of the state’s below the straits.
dling a bike. There are large fac- this thing possible, and they should achieve an Tmportarice in Jnvefap.
same kind of ballots aa the voters 3,553 precinctsfor governor gave:
D., 8,147.
Industrial counties outstate The feature of Sixty Years Ago
tories
making
"wheels”
here,
and
is held over because of belated elecbe given the thanks quickly and proportion to their number. And
Register of Deeds: Frank Bot- received at the polls, only they
Fitzgerald,802,530.
joined the swing to the Republican
tion returns, but it will appear naturallymany wheel repair shops. liberally,and in that way facilitat- Bahrein at that time of the year fttje, K., 11,192; John L Volkers, were on vellow instead of on white,
Murphy, 713,555.
banner.
again next week. There is election The bicycle, too, is the bain of the ing the work of the many men and a great deal cooler than Muacat,
D., 5,865.
and marked “instruction." It Is Innews in different parts of this pub- motorists, for they are in much women who gave of their time to so the trip was very much worth
Circuit Court Commissioners: teresting to note the results. In the
lication. The tabulations of the larger numbers than here; how- gather in the contributions for while. To keep down expenses’ I
Daniel F. Pagelsen,R., 10,637; Wil- high school the only Democrat getHOLLAND
RETURNS
entire county are found on page ever, there are not nearly so many these very meritorious causes travelled “deck.” First-clan on
liam J. Duga, D., 5,789; J. Thomas ting a majority was Earnest C.
1W 2W 3W 4W 5W-I 5W-2 6YV Total Maj. 4, this section. The city returns automobiles as here. All country where the needs are imperative. the Gulf boat* Is every expensive,,
Mahan, R., 10,722; Charles E. Mis- Brooks, for State Senator, 395, to
roads are either asphaltor flat cobcan be found on this page.
John Vanderwerp of Muskegon, Governor
The goal was $16,000, and at although it seems - to be veiy,
ner, D., 5,936.
ble stones,not rounding ones. The noon today $16,467 had been sub- pleasant to travel that wav. You
o
F. I). FITZGERALD.R 464
87 477 546 428 468
1225
Drain Commissioner:Fred Van 230. The results follow:
country roads are just as fine as scribed. Possibly a few more sub- eat with tho captain and the offiFor Governor,Frank Murphy, FRANK MURPHY, D 341 152 183 327 256 179 370 1808
Wieren, R., 11,553;Albert Teunis,
CONGRESSMAN HOFFMAN
the city streets.
scriptionswill come in; however, cers and receive respectfultreatD., 5,311.
D., 297; Fitzgerald,R., 280.
Lieutenant Governor
GOES IN BY A LANDSLIDE
The rest of the state ticket L. D. DICKINSON, R 475 82 487 570 453 477 581 3125 1619
In America and in Holland, these will be helpful and will be ment from everybody. Second-class
County Coroners: Willard B.
Bloemendal, R., 11,165; Nelson H. trails along in that proportion.
A personal phone call from the Michigan, merchants act the hour added to the sum total. Next week puts you definitely in a lower class
127 161 274 206 155 290 1506
For Congress, Johnson, D., 158; LEO J. NOWICKI, I) 293
Clark, D., 5 /56; John K. Winter,
News office to Clare Hoffman, elec- for store closing, but in The Neth- Tuesday evening the officersof the and on many boats you are barely
Secretary of State
R.. 11,220;Suart L. De Witt, D., Carl Mapes, R., 448.
ted from the fourth congressionalerlands all stores are compelled to Chest have called a meeting at the recognized by anyone. When it
HARRY F. KELLY, R 435 68 461 518 395 432 510 2819 985 district, shows that Mr. Hoffman close at 6:00 by law. If they are Woman’s Literary Club rooms, comes to travellingdeck yon lose
5,490.
For State Senator: Brooks, D.,
LEON D. CASE, 1) ...... 337 142 184 332 258 203 378 1834
County Surveyors: Carl T. Bo- 395; Vanderwerp, R., 230.
was elected by an overwhelming not closed, the storekeeperpays a where all donors are requested to touch altogether with the bogt’s
«
majority.
For State Representative:Fred Attorney General
heavy fine. This is done to re- meet. It is the annual meeting, and crew, but what you lose that wi
wen, R., Ilf 26. Mr. Bowen had no
Kamferbeek, D., 174; Nelson Miles,
opposition.
Mr. Hoffman states that figures strict a certain class of competi- the retiringofficers are Mrs. Jay you gain in companionship
THOMAS
READ,
R
...444
77 461 538 413 443 548 2924 1249
Full tabulation by city, town- R., 436.
from the entire district show that tion who were keeping open al- Den Herder, Mr. Steve Cavall, and your fellow passengers and
R. W. STARR, I) .......... 322 129 184 302 231 179 328 1675
For Sheriff: Wierda, D., 175; Van
families, their goats, and
most night and day. In the resi- Mr. CorneliusVander Meulen.
ships, and wards will be found in
State Treasurer
chickens. And while they caredence district, where the store is
full on the last page of this sec- Etta, R., 428.
tion.
For ProsecutingA 1 o r n e
M. DUNCKEL. R ........ 446 73 462 521 407 439 521 2869 1095
in front ,and the home behind it, HIGH SCHOOL TO CELEBRATE fully watch how we sleep aim:,
ARMISTICE DAY
Stempfly, D., 169; Parsons, I; THEODORE I. FRY, I) 322 136 179 320 236 193 358 1774
wash and shave, etc., we also haVe
the winkels (stores)open at 9:00
436.
a good chance to see "how tm ;
a. m. and close at 8 p. m. Any vioAuditor General
PrincipalJ. J. Riemersma sends other half lives.”
For County Clerk: Vandenberg,
lation calls for a fine before the
553
425
457
566
3005
78
472
1455
V. J. BROWN. R ........ 454
a cordial invitation to the public to
D., 217; William Wilds, R., 360.
Bahrein has changed greatlV.
magistrate. Miss Buma experiencTAWA COUNTY
For County Treasurer:Nick GEO. T. GUN DRY, D 308 128 164 286 217 150 297 1550
ed the strictnessof this law for witness the ArmisticeDay pro- since the early years of our Stay
gram
to be given this Friday, NovLike in Holland,only one consti- Sprietama, D., 274; Fred Den Herthere. We used to go ashore, of '
she entered a store five minutes
United States Representative
e
ember 11, at 10:45 A. M. at the near the shore, in sailboatsaft<yrtutional amendment came through der, R., 349.
after the time limit, having forCARL E. MAPES, R ...511 91 502 594 472 495 f.40 3305 1863
nigh
school
auditorium.
Our
pubsuccessfully.That was the gasoFor Register of Deeds: Volkers, TUNIS JOHNSON. D 275 129 150 268 205 139 276 1442
we left the steamer five miles out
gotten to purchase some little
line tax proposal No. 3. The vote D., 250; Bottje,R., 258.
Dutch cakes she had promised her lic schools have always commem- at sea. Donkeys would come wadState
Senator
orated
this
day,
and
1938
is
no
exin the entire county was as follows:
For Circuit Court Commissioner:
ing a quarter of a mile into thp1
cousin. The store attendant,in a
377 376 503 2557 337
ception.
74 375 461
Yes, 2,960; No. 5, 562.
shallow sea, and it was an uneasy
William J. Duga, 265; Charles Mis- J. VANDERWERP, R 391
very polite way, refused to serve
The program follows:
E. C. BROOKS, D ...... 396 153 280 401 303 268 419 2220
The other amendments in Otta- ner, D., 236; Dan F. Pagelsen, R.,
her, pointing out that it would
ride from there to the seashore.
Chairman— Ruth Gunn.
wa County, except the Olive Town- 338; J. Thomas Mahan, R., 348.
mean a fine.
But now a busmesslikelaunch
State Representative
Selections
by
the
High
School
ship vote, which will make no matFor Drain Commissioner: Teun- NELSON A. MILES, R 461
comes to meet the steamer and '
455 494 590 3102 1426
. M,i88 Buma contends that Amer82 469 551
Band.
erial difference, is as follows:
is, D., 199; Fred Van Wieren, R.,
from the launch we step onto the
tea has nothing on The Netherlands
F. KAMFERBEEK, I) 329 146 180 313 230 136 342 1676
Advancing Colors, Ernest Zocr- pier. There any number of cars
Amendment No. 1, Yes, 3,361; 416.
when it comes to style. She states
hoff,
Harold
Scholten.
No. 10,773.
For County Coroners: Clark, D., Prosecuting Attorney
are waiting for us, the latest mod: .
that she had purchased a coat in
Tribute "Nearer My God els of Ford, Chevrolet,and Nash.
Amendment No. 2: Yes, 4,603; 248; De Witt, D., 174; Bloemen- E. PARSONS, R .......... 518 106 621 640 492 495 679 3451 2203
America just before taking the toSilent
Thee.”
No, 9,635.
128 216 171 137 229 1248
L. J. STEMPFLY, 1) .. .256 111
The streets now are wide aij4'
dal, R., 355; John K. Winter, R.,
boat, and when she arrived among
"The American's Creed" Wilma clean and overhead one can see h
Amendment No. 8: Yes, 9,260; 440.
relativeswho were rather stylish
Sheriff
Klmgo.
No, 5,662.
Carl Bowen, who had no opposicomplete network of electric wires.
people they remarkedin the Hol121 537 671 542 516 679 3637 2464
F. VAN ETTA. R ........ 571
PatrioticSelections, A Cappella On many houses are the familiar
AmendmentNo. 4: Yes, 4,597; tion, had 526 votes.
land
language,
"How
fine
that
coat
151
113
253
1173
FRANK WIERDA, I) 227 112 119 198
Choir.
No, 8,520.
# * *
aerials of the radio, and voices
of three years ago still looks." But
Address, Rev. W. G. Flowerday, from Bombay, Berlin, Bari, an{l
The vote of Holland Junior high County Clerk
Miss Buma protested, statingthat
HOLLAND DEFEATS ALL CON- was as follows:
WM. WILDS. R ........ 504 93 530 602 473 489 622 3313 1887
she had iust purchased it before I astor Methodist Episcopal Church London come floating through thp
Holland, Michigan.
8TITUTIONALAMENDMENTS For Governor: Frank Murphy, J. VANDERBURG, I) 268 125 157 257 193 140 286 1426
open windows.
sailing. She was advised that AmSelectionsby Band.
EXCEPT ONE
D., 219; Fitzgerald,R., 261.
But the greatestchange in Bahsterdam
folks wore such a coat
County Treasurer
CONG. CLARE HOFFMAN
“Star Spangled Banner,” Assem- rein is the development of the oil
The other state officers trailed F. DEN HERDER, R 334 70 300 360 278 326 393 2061
three years ago, and they volunbly.
Three constitutional amendments in that proportion.
field by the Standard Oil company
teered to make it over up-to-date,
N. SPRIETSMA, D ...457 159 350 510 404 316 539 2735 674
had “tough sledding” at the elecof California. The oil field lies
For Congress: Johnson, D., 124;
which was done. Miss Buma pointed
tion in this city. The only one to Mapes, R., 304.
Hoffman received 47,193 and his out that Paris, the world’s style MAY HAVE ANOTHER INDUS- about 14 miles from the main city
Register of Deeds
o -----survive is “the guarantee that gaso94 494 583 460 473 586 3173 1643
483
TRIAL EXHIBIT DURING
of Menameh, but while it used to
For State Senator: Earnest C. FRANK BOTTJE,
center, is only a few hours’ flight
9
line and motor vehicle license Brooks, D., 294; Vanderwerp,R.,
TULIP TIME
J. L. VOLKERS. I) ...... 302 125 147 269 214 155 318 1530
take us from two to three hours
from Amsterdam, and her friend
iiuuuiau,wuu nos oeen volunteered the information that
plates, taxes paid by motorists be 162.
to go there on our donkey trips to
CircuitCourt Commissioners8
on the stump” since congress ad- the latest “mantles” (coats) arrivMore Dutch atmosphere was one Arabs in that neighborhood,now. &
* *«r. hi8hways, roads and
For State Representative:Kam- D. F. PAGELSEN, R 460 82 465 666 439 455 558 3025
journed, was the most fiery ed there almost immediately.
streets/ It was amendment No. 3, ferbeek, D., 126; Nelson Miles, R.,
of the suggestionsfor the improve- car takes us in fifteenminutes,
J. T. MAHAN, R ........ 479
84 485 593 442 468 585 3136
and won by 1,003 majority.
"stump” speaker in the entire na322.
Miss Buma gave to the editor of ment of next year’s Tulip Time over an oiled highway. Little did
WM.
J.
DUGA.
D
........ 285
124
157
266
190
162
286
1460
tional campaign. Undoubtedly, he the Holland City News a handful festival, at a meeting of the tulip we think in those bygone days
Amendment No. 1 lost in the For ProsecutingAttorney:
wil be heard from again when he ofwhatappeared to be the finest Time executive committee in the that we were travelling over lakes
“ follows: Yes, 1,114; Stempfly,D., 339; Parsons, R., 352. CHAS. E. MISNER, D 280 130 157 250 212 162 295 1476
No.- 2,975.
returns to Washington for his third raw silk. She saM, "That is not Warm Friend tavern.
of oil. As we approach the oft ,
For Sheriff: Wierda, D., 132; Van
Drain Commissioner
term.
*rA"“?.dInent No. 2; Yes, 1,344; Etta, R., 319.
More entertainment on the two city it certainlylooks like a bee.
silk but wool.” She said that this
F. VAN WIEREN. R ....538 114 509 625 525 515 668 3494 2305
o
Wo. 2,610,
For County Clerk: Vanderburg, ALBERT TEUNIS, D 239 108 131 223 148 111 229 1189
wool was made from the residueof Saturdays and on Wednesday hive of industry.Chimne”s smokHOLLAND BRANCH
Amendment No. 3: Yes, 2,634; D., 186; William Wilds, R., 267.
cheese. Netherlands is known for nights, transfer of Village Green ing, cars dashing here and there
County
Coroners
No, 1,631.
HAS
ISSUED
8,897
For County Treasurer: Sprietsits fine cheese and baby foods, but program from Centennial Park to on seemingly important business,
BLOEMENDAL,
R
...
445
87
482 594 451 474 552 3085
Amendment No. 4: Yes, 1,511; ma, D., 200; Den Herder, R., 256.
CHECKS TO JOBLESS in the making of these milk pro^ Eighth between River and College and 120-foot oil derricks dotting
No, 2,312.
For Register of Deeds: Volkers, JOHN K. WINTER, R 535 113 524 675 528 626 684 3685
there« « thick, gelatin-like Aves., and changes in the parades the landscape.As we get neai; one
N. H. CLARK. D ........ 316 126 150 262 200 137 305 1476
A total of 8,897 checks for pay- d“£»
substance that remains in the bot- were among Mr. Houtman’s sug- of these drilling outfits we stop to
D., 171; Bottje, R., 267.
ment of Michigan unemployment tom of the vats. A young man in gestions. The committeeapprov- have a look. From under an oilTANNERY PROPERTY PROPOS- For Circuit Court Commissioner: S. L. DE WITT, D ........ 231 107 112 181 142 92 203 1068
compensation benefits has been is- a fnesian factory endeavored to ed recommendations, barring diffi- soaked sun helmet emerges a typAL IS BADLY DEFEATED
Duga, D., 148; Misner, D., 167;
County Surveyor
sued trom the Holland office of the make something of this residue. culties in their execution.Continu- ical Americanmachinist’sface and
The Tannery Property, which Pagelsen, R., 265; Tom Mahan, R., CARL T. BOWEN, R 610 97 523 647 491 511 661 3540
state employment service, Jacob He spent nearly a half year in a ation of the Saturday band review in real American we are enlightMr.
Bowen
had
no
opposition.
has been in the limelight for the
Barendse, manager, announcedon laboratory and the result was this was also approved.
ened as to the drilling of a well.
For Drain Comissioners: Teunpast two years, and defeated on a
Wednesday.The checka totaled soft silky, wool. The manufacturDiscussion of the possibility of The first layer of oil bearing limeis, D., 184; Fred Van Wieren, R.,
previous occasion,promulgatedby
$99,696.32for an average of $12.11 is still in ita infancy, having an exhibit of Dutch mer- stone was found at $ depth of l200
Alderman Kalkman. was badly de- 291.
along in that proportion.
25.
HOFFMAN TO GIVE TALK
but the office force of girls in that chandise led to talk of having an- feet, but now wells are oeing sunk
For Coroners: Clark, D., 196; De
feated by a majority of 638. AcFor Congress: Johnson, D., 39;
AT HOLLAND BANQUET
Witt, D., 151; Bloemendal, R., 263; Mapes, R., 233.
factorywere wearing blouses made other industrialexhibit. A com- to a depth of 4200 feet. Wmlp
cording to wards, the votes stood
LATEST RETURNS
CON- from this material. The texture mittee consistingof Andrew Hy- we were there some of the toolsWinter, R., 293.
as follows:
GRESSMAN MAPES
RepresentativeClare Hoffman of
For State .Senator: Brooks, D.,
is not as harsh as wool; in fact, as ma, Charles R. Sligh, and Mr. got stuck in the pipe 4200 feet
For Surveyor,Carl Bowen had no
First ward: Yes, 169; No, 291;
151; Vanderwerp, R,, 128.
Houtman was appointed to inves- down, and it took more than
pposition. He had 335 votes.
»^u8aln
Se,<?r,e’the “"initiated
The secretary of Carl Mapes would call it
Sf0!d, "lrd,: Ye». 74; No,
tigate the matter.
ailk.
smiles to get them out.
The four amendments in the high
For State Representative:Kam80; Third ward: Yes, 140; No,
phoned at 5 o’clock that the Kent
—
o —
There were large machine shops,
school were snowed under. In jun- ferbeek, D., 43; Nelson Miles, R.,
»1?l8Q»Buma
Bai,ed
for
home
on
222: FoujIh "M* Jes, 226; No,
Day banquet of the Willard G. County vote is in with the excep- 7® „ Steamer Statendam, third
Application for a building per- garages, offices,etc., but we were
278; Fifth ward, first precinct: ior high, amendment No. 3 carried 237.
Leenhouts ppst, American Legion, tion of Walker Township. Mr. Uas. She said she took third mit has been receivedat the office intrigued by the many air-condithe same as in the city.
Yes, 152; No, 278; Fifth ward, secFor ProsecutingAttorney: in the Warm Friend tavern Friday Mapes received in the county 38,- cclass,
first because, it was more
Wilms tioned houses. No matter what the
ond precinct:Yes, 164: No, 328;
Stempfly,. D~ 59; Parsons, R., 218.
evening. Edward Slooter, past post 406, Aid Mr: Tunis Johnson, his reasonable; second, because the of 49 West 11th St. who plans to temperature is outside, or the huSirth ward: Yes, 254; No, 895. The HOLLAND CHRISTIAN HIGH
For Sheriff: Wierda, D., 63; commander,is chairman.
opponent,
28,947,
or
a
majority
of
ALSO VOTES ON YELLOW Frank Van Etta, R., 219.
menu waa the same as the second reroof his house with asphalt roof, midity, at the throw of a switch
No’s win by 638. None but tax9,459. Mr. Mapes receivedin Ot- class, and. third, the people in that ing at a cost of $60.
you can have any temperature you
BALLOTS
Ex-service men have been invitpayers were qualified to vote.
For County Clerk: Vanderburg, ed to attend the Armistice day tawa county 11,418, and Mr. Johnlike and any degree of humidity.
* • «
an
interesting study,
"O
memorialservicestaffed by pupils son, 5,708, or a majority of 5,706. since all types and all nationalities i The Drenthe Community band There is a first-classhospital, also
The Holland Christian High also D., 94; William Wilda, R., 182.
There was a bif flow of ballots
of Holland hiffh school Friday The majority in the two counties, generally find their way in the and several societies of Drenthe entirely air-conditioned,and p
For
County
Treasurer:
Nick
voted
a
regular
ballot,
same
as
in
in the ballot boxes in six wards in
Kent and Ottawa, constitutingthe steerage.She stated that among
morninff.
ChristianReformed church will malaria patient now has to conSprietsma,
D.,
76;
Den
Herder,
R.,
the
pubic
schools.
The
ballots,
too,
, this city at Tuesday's election. The
district for Mapes, is 16,164.
the passengers there were quite a
207.
» program of sacred mu- tend only with the high temper*
total was 4,940, which was in were yellow instead of white.
number of German -Jewish pedple. sic Thursday evening in the church. ature inside his body.
Otherwise they were the same as
wards as follows:
For Register of Deeds: Volkers, D., 36; Van Wieren, R., 236.
; i See full party tahfllation of elee.
A few miles away on the seaUndoubtedly, because of the perseD., Ill; Bottje, R., 168. ;
First ward, 817; Second ward, used at the city polla.
For County Coroners: Clark D., tion returnson page 4, this section. cution in many Europeancountries
shore is a modern refinery, said to
All the Republicancandidates Circuit Court Commissioners: 84; Bloemendal, R., 174; De Witt,
247; Third ward, 669; Fourth
have had a of so many Americans going home have cost about $12,000,000.00.It
ward, 888; Fifth ward, first pre- received overwhelmingvotes.
Duga, D., 78; Dan Pagelsen, R., D., 42; John Winter, R., 226.
A visitor at the home of Ber- today-- sh® *»id»
can, and does, manufactureany
*
might
have been
181; Charles Misner; D., 68; J. T.
cinct, 707; Fifth ward, second preFor County Surveyor: Carl T. nard Jonker on West 16th St Sat- thare vet had a war broken out, when war clouds began to gather. oil product desired, from the ^ 1
Mahan, R., 200.
cinct, 668; Sixth waw, 949. Total,
Bowen, R., who had no opposition, urday was Alvin Meeuwsen of since for weeks passage could not £*j.a«kl before, ‘I have had a wondine to
derful time, but I am oh, so happy
<940.
For Drain Commissioner: Tennis, received 194 votes.
Sparta.
he secured because of the exodus to be back in the old USA!”
(Continued'on Page $7
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DAUGHTER OF GRAND
HAVEN ATTORNEY WEDS

Of the thousands of tetters com- SHIPS 8,00# TONS OF
GRAVEL TO DETROIT
ing into the Department of State
W. J. Cameron at the Ford Sunday
A lovely wedding was solemnised these days, many an requests for
(BfteUifM 1872)
Evening Hoar nationwidebroadcast at the home of Attorney and Mrs. special license plate number*. HunThe 444-foot steamship Theodreds ask for plates with their inifrom Detroit These talks, together Charles E. Mlsner when their
dore H. Wickwire, loaded 8,000 tons
tials
on
them,
others
request
specdaughter, Marguerite Ann Misner,
with an outstanding musical treat
became the bride of Merritt A. ial combinationssuch as WOO, of gravel for Detroit at the Conby a large orchestra, feature every Clevenger of Lansing, son of Mr. DOC, etc., which they think will struction Aggregatescompany
Sunday evening’s program— Cam- and Mrs. B. F. Clevenger of Union make their automobiles run futer, plant at Ferrysburg and sailed late
smoother and longer.
in the day for its destination. Oferon’s talks forming the inter- City, Ind. The service was read by
Some people want the smallest ficialsof the company do not exDr. W. W. Whitehouae, dean of
mission.
-- jbered license plate they
Albion college, before a settingof numt
pect many more large water ship__ ___
chrysanthemumsand dahlias. Dean able to obtain and others desire the ments of
gravel before the close
By W. J. Cameron
Misner, young brother of the bride, largestand longestnumbers avail- of navigation.
able.
One
individual
requested
a
played the wedding
weddin music.
• • •
The bride wore a pencil blue vel- license plate numbered 1234567890
If you are sensitive to the mental
Under the new system, s majorivet afternoon dress trimmed with
climate of your community,probwhite lace points at the neckline ty of the counties receive license Burglars Make Raid
0Ktkai4Hj*imtm&imJm§MliaLm
ably you have noted a definite stif- and pockets.She carriedAmerican plates bearing two letters designatof Local
ing their counties and numbered
fening of the general character. Beauty roses and swainsona.
from
one
to
five
digits.
Therefore,
«« l-Sqn taotr with China You could have no stronger evi- The bridesmaid, Ruth Fisher, requests
for special awwiariA
lettered and
-1 — —
U
Severaldozen rings, watches am
wore a wine-colorribbed silk dress
dence that the nation is convalesIf il • iSa10 ta,,nl9nrt0,v
and carriedwhite roses and laven- numberedlicense plates may be ob- brooches were stolen Friday night
the Department
— through
---- -- --Departmei of from the homes of Albert _Faasen
cing. People ere thinkingless in cir- der pompons. Ralph Clevenger of tained
State local Branch Offices in the
876 College Ave., J., N. Peterson
»-PaWnl laftted to Ctfino
cles and more to the point. New Union City attended his brother as
different counties.
of 180 East 21st St., and Gerrit
fcratMtrtcpao,1677.
determinationmarks business and best man.
A wedding supper was served A large number of Michigan mo- Kieinhuiten of 447 College Ave.
industry; like Admiral Farragut,
The loot at the Faasen home in
7— T*«a naohrtd to farm a
after the ceremony, the bridal party torists have had the same numbers
they are set to make full steam seated at a long table covered with on their license plates for several eluded a diamond ring, a wedding
•kxto gOmniMnt, 1635.
ahead in spite of tfte torpedoes.a beautiful damask cloth, a 50-year- years. The Department of State ring and a cameo brooch.
tries to please the individualmo6-PatorlonoTamaphonel*.
A gold ring with a ruby, four
These are mental changes that can- old heirloom from England, and the torist to the greatestextent possiMMd to Berliner.
•rltMT, 1687.
watches, a silver ring with an opal,
guesta seated at smaller tables.
At College & 8th— Unoccupied Store
not be reduced to material statisThe couple will live In Lansing ble in the matter of issuing special a silver pin with a tan atone, a
plates.
6-rPreeldenl Pierce lumethe
tics but they produce the only sta- following a trip to Chicago ana
Japanese coin purse, s platinum
dm turf on Waehlnaton
ring and a gold ring were taken
tisticsthat have any meaning. Our Washington, D.C.
ocque&idproject, 1853.
There will be an exchange ofpul- from the Peterson home.
people are dally realising anew
pits between the pastor of Third
At the Kleinhuizen home the
•Wlnetoo ChurdilD, authat there is no one to look after
Reformed Church, Rev. Wm. Van’t robber or robbers stole a cameo
COUPLE
REMINDED
OF
thor,born, 187L
Hof,
and
the
Rev.
Riclmrd
Vanden
them but themselves— and what is
SILVER WEDDING Berg of the Second Reformed ring, a turquoise ring, a gold pin
with a pearl, a cameo pin. a rhinemore, there never has been.
ll— Fanout Mayflower coav
church of Zeeland on next Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hopkins morning. The evening servicewill stone bracelet, four gold chains and
pact rlgned. 1621
Now, that seems a hard, cold
• «*v
lockets, a gold necklace,two gold
thing to say — there is no one to were surprisedby a group of rela- see Rev. Mr. Van’t Hof back in his watch fobs and a gold link bracelet
tives and friendsFriday evening at pulpit.
look after us but ourselves; we may
The loss at this one home alone is
their home on Michigan Ave. on
estimated at $145.
be sure, however, that it ia not as the occasionof their silver wedding
Recently at Third Reformed
Chief of Police Frank Van Ry
All One Body”
severe and unfeeling as it sounds, anniversary.Plenty of refresh- church three children were prewarned Holland residents to leave a
e e e
else young Americans would not so ments were made availableand it sented for baptism; namely, Marlight burning when all members of
jorie Jean, daughter of Mr. and
Wi*e people who have spoken eagerly embrace it At first it may was a most enjoyable evening.
Among
the guests were Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kickler; John Edward, the family are away from home
both throogh the Bible and through
chill them like the touch of cold Mrs. Guy Ingham and son, Clare, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Van- during the evening to give the
•owacred writing* hare time and iron. But as it takes root in their of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. der Ven; and Paula Joan, daughter impression that someone ia still at
again driven home the truth character they discoverthat though George Pshea and familv, Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brower. The home. All of the robberies were
committed between 7 and 9 p.m.
Mrs. Otto Heinie and family and
that joint human effort ia the only
“hard” it is not harsh— it is a Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gretxinger and last named was baptised by her
•o
grandfather,
the
Rev.
Jacob
G.
to happiness and successful
friendly force that toughens and daughter, Virginia, of Fennville, Brower of Trinity Church in Orange Fewer Infants Die
Ihring,
The eye needs the hand. The head strengthensthe fibre of their spirit. and Miss Eva Lock of Muskegon. City, Iowa. Her grandmotherwas
In Ottawa County
also present at the servicesin the
need* the foot And when one part It is not indifference to their welmorning.
of the body suffers, all the other fare— it is not "cold”— it warms CAR TURNS OVER ON NEW
Ottawa county has a low maEXTENSION AT GRAND HAVEN
ffer. If one part imagines
Mrs. William Ver Meulen of 181 ternal and infant death rate, far
them by stirring their blood with
lore important than the
Harry Swanson, Jr., of Grand W. 17th St., was privilegedto cele- below that of the State and the
end becomes proud and the challenge of the common task. Haven had a narrow escape from brate her eighty-fifth birthday on United States.” This statement was
Bely on your own efforts; pull your
made by Dr. Clair Folsome, Obstetiury Monday about 1:30 p. m. Monday, October 17.
own weight in the boat; develop when his car turned over at the
rical and Gynecological consultant
If we people in the United States
of the Departmentof Maternal and
of South Seventh street
OLIVE CENTER NEWS
«n brink ourselves to remember your own resources; “Trust thy- junction
Infant Hygiene of the State Deand Woodlawn avenue. Swanson
this, andbelim ft we will do our- self; every heart vibrates to that
was traveling south on Seventh and
partment of Health, and member
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Geldersma
wfrw • luting service and will iron string.’’
had just reached the brow of the of Grand Haven called at the home of the staff of Obstetrics and GyneSmliifui ** <mr f*e»t present “But,’’ says one, “this is individ- rather steep grade when a car of Mrs. Louis Bakker Saturday cology of the University of Michigan Medical School. This remarkualism 1" Yes — not the anti-social came from the opposite direction evening.
SnlvaMon in this country must
selfishnessonce labeled “individ- at a high rate of speed, it was reMr. and Mrs. Harm Nienhuis of able record, he maintained, was
) through forgetfulness '
ualism,”but the true individualism ported.
Zeeland spent Wednesday at the most likely due to conservative
and bitterness, elimir
In order to avert a collision home of Mr. and Mrs. William obstetricspracticed by the phythat holds societv together.Otherclass injustice, and a substitution
sicians in the community. Such
young Swanson pulled over to the Nienhuis.
wiae youth would not adopt it
of common eff
fort for the general
youth is social-minded.
We advance right and struck a shoulder so the
Mr. and Mrs. John Kraai and practices as use of “twilightsleep”
toward civilisation in the degree car was out of balance and top- family called on relatives in Grand and early operative interferencein
H this sounds like "primer stuff”
an effort to shorten the period of
that we build into the social^rocess pled over into the road, landing Rapids Wednesday evening.
k is
truth, nevertheless.
with the wheels in the air. The
Mrs. John W. Knoll and children labor, are hazardous to mother and
The person foolish enough to the ideals of our youth. Then we driver of the other car did not stop
had glimpses of the Delectable
Roger and Barbara, were enter- child and are not used to any great
taagine that capital can get along
and his identityhas not been es- tained at the Jack Nieboer home extent in this community.
Mountains,
but
afterwards
we
without playing fair with labor as
The fact that Ottawa county has
found the road thither ia not fin- tablished. Swanson was not in- Thursday.
the eve cooperates with the hand,
a stable population,with a small
ished; it has been built only to jured but the car was damaged
Anna
Looman,
recently
win do well to wake up.
considerably.
underwent an operation at Zeeland number of transient familieswho,
A manufacturer cannot manufac- where we stand bv men who
for the most part, are undesirable
New type rail guards are being hospital, is improving.
wrought before us. If it is to be
tae unless he can get men to work built farther, we must build it, installed on that section to prevent
Mrs. Henrietta Bakker attended to a community, was also considered
for him.
happy if we can advance it the cars from going over the steep hill. the funeral of her uncle, Johannes important. Another factor of imIt is equallyfoolish for labor to
It is reported that since the new Meeuwsen,at Holland Friday. Mr. portance practiced in this comthink it can get along without the length of our lifetimenearer the
summit When Youth accepts a roadway has been cut through Meelrwsen was well known in this munity, was seeking medical advice
A wl*Mtni*r
eumot doctrine so seemingly individualistic many cats have been travelingit. vicinity, having lived many years in the early months of pregnancy.
unless the manuThere has been no appreciable
it must be rooted deep in social The steep grade and the turn on the farm now occuipied by Ben
fcetuier hires him. The head ud
drop in the maternal death rate in
where Seventh and Woodlawn join Jacobsen’sfamily.
instinct.
foot must join forces or both
The sacrament of Holy Baptism the country as a whole. Doctor
And it is, for curiouslyenough, combines to make a traffic hasard
unless cars are driven slowly,the
administered to Laverne, son Folsome is spending one week in
"wa are “aB one body." And the this doctrineof self-help is the first officerspoint out, and the public is was
of Mr. and Mrs. John Bowman, on Ottawa county making a study of
ground of social helpfulness.How
puHtidan or the agitator who for
the type of obstetrical practicein
Sunday.
can we help society? WeH, first, by warned to drive carefully.
---- whatever undertakes to
Miss Janet Knoll was a supper this community, to compare it with
not being a burden if we can avoid
foment dass hatredsand class wars
Gerald Borgman, 22, of Holland, guest at the Albert Timmer home that of other parts of the state,
k, in both the broad sense and the it, and by contributingto the pubwith particular reference to the
_____________
lic stock at least as much as we was given a
fine and coats of $10 Sunday evening.
MRtnr one, a toitor to his kind.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer were cause of material deaths. He was
take. Unless we can help ourselves Saturday upon pleading guilty to
highly complimentaryto the type
there is littlehope of our helping failing to give the right-of-wayto in Grand Rapids a day last week.
You Noticed?
Mrs. John Koetje entertainedthe of medical practice in this comothers. If you would lift ano •flier,
__ , pedestrianswhen he was brought
before J
you must have a foothold of your -----Justice of* Peace “
Raymond following at her home Tuesday munity.
{Muekegon Chronicle)
Ottawa County Health Dept
own.
Self-help
is
the
first
step
L
Smith.
Borgman
almost
ran over afternoon: Mrs. William Overbeek,
• • •
Grand' Haven,
i, Mich.
Have you ever noticed? In Mus- toward social help. A society en- Mr. and Mrs. John Oudman Friday Mrs. Clarence Overbeek, Mrs. Willis
of night at 8th St and River Ave., Overbeek,Mrs. Henry Overbeek,
ipns
Jgf* “ ^kriy lady, dressed in tirely or even largelycomprised
Mrs. James Knoll and Nina OverDentists from Grand Rapids,
fittl
on JusticeSmith said.
tfcjmub of another day, with a dependents would have little
beek.
which
to depend. Social interGrand Haven, Big; Rapids, Ionia,
—
Mrs. Jane Rozema of Zeeland Muskegon Heights, Muskegon,
dependence would collapse in uniMrs. William Nies of Holland
a few days with her sister, White Cloud and elsewhere attended
hmway down Ottawa street, Mus- versal helplessnesswere it not for and Mrs. John D. Kelly of St. spent
the annual fall meeting of the West
^guojand uptown. At about 4:30 the individualsin the societywho Louis, Mich., a former Holland res- Mrs. Harm Looman.
Hattie Zeldenrust,daughter Michigan Dental society in the
As returns with somethlna in the are able to attain a measure of ident, have left on a two-weeks’ of Miss
John Warm Friend Tavern Wednesday.
Mrs. Peter Zeldenrust,and ' _____
bfeket,and usuallycovered with a independencefor themselves.When trip to Nashville, Tenn.
Boers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dr. M. J. Cook of Holland was in
Jiuee of a newspaper. Twenty-four you see a community or a nation
o
Boers, were united in marriage Fri- charge of the meeting. His commitluun ago w« first noticed this daily successfully earing for the dependMr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer
ent you may know it can do this and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer day evening at the Zeldenrust tees were— program: Dr. F. E. De
only because It has enough people are in chrage of the arrangements home. Rev. Van Vliet officiated. Weese, chairman, Dr. J. J. Brower,
And in ___
such for the Parent-Teachers’ associa- They will make their home with Dr. S. S. Tiesenga and Dr. C. Van
again make her round. Seldom, if who are independent.An_
am, have we seen her in a store, a communityyou will find that the tion meeting Thursday night at Mrs. Peter Zeldenrust. Congratu- Raalte; local arrangements:Dr.
lations.
C. A. Stegeman,chairman, Dr. L
gldom do we see her on the street trend is toward greater indepen- Olive Center school.
Jack Nieboer, Charley Risser- M. Loew, Dr. C. F. Sulkers, all of
uptown, bqt, every day, at the same dence for all. Resolving to look out
lada, Andy Van Der Vliet and Andy Holland,and J. A. Van Kley of Zeetame, can we see her making her for itself and rely on its own efWhile playing ball at Maplewood
____ Van
wav toward the denier of town and forts, youth is insuring its future school recently, Evelyn King, Bremer were on a hunting trip to land; entertainment:Dr. Titus
Haitsma, chairman,Dr. J. Stern
hade. Those along the street will ability to look after those who may daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver CadillacFriday and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Larsen of berg, Dr. G. W. Van Verst, all of
need it.
probably see her today.
King of Rural Route 5, fractured
• v •
Wisconsin visited at the home of Holland, and Dr. Henry Kuit of
Moreover, it ia insuring the co- her right arm.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kuite recently. Zeeland.
in
In Fremont, on
eg tl
the nights when herence ana continuanceof society.
the stores are open and usuallyon The social nnit is the independent
Miss Phyllis Tiesenga returned
of special bent or on Sat- individual; the more individual and from Oberiin collegeto spend last
iQrqay,
a —
man
around
—
— —
w* middle age independenthe is the more able is week-end with her parents, Mr.
wsjks briskly down the street,stop* he to co-operate, and the stronger and Mrs. Neal Tiesenga of 337
tndMjtX the curb, and gazes at the society he creates. Co-operation College Ave.
-- pasting car until out of sight, is possible only among independent
or gases at tome shop windowT or individuals;amongst others there
Building permit applications
on the may be regimentation but no cre- which have been
... .....
. ...
„.v office
filed
in the
ative
co-operation.
Society
ia
a
always
of CHy Clerk Peterson includethe
to be out of place If folded across vast, natural, complex, intentional
following:Fred Peterson,115 East
Us breast, he wil nervously shove and yet largely unconscious co- 25th St., enclose porch, $90; WilMRS. W. J. OLIVE IS GUEST
them into his coa- pockets, only to operation amongst those able to
liam Alofs, 34 East 20th St, build
OF D.A.R. IN ALLEGAN
remove them i
stand on their own, and, in the exi- garage, $175.
them
place
them behim
behim "hS'oHnto^te genciesof life, lend a hand.
H pockets.
pockets! Then, abruptly, Someone said, "Oughtn’t you
trousers
(Allegan Gazette)
Henry B. Lugers, 30, of Rural
Henrv
he will start back over the course soften this a little? — Shouldn’tyou
Route 1, was assessed a fine and
he just came, duck suddenly be- speak more encouraginglyto Young
costs of $4.35 upon arraignment
Mrs. William J. Olive of Holtween two cars and across the Americans?—tell them they have
Monday on a charge of fuung to
land, was guest speaker of the
street to walk on down to the the greatest backlog of resources
stop at U.S.-31A, a stop street.
Hannah McIntoshCady chapter of
corner,across again and back. He that an v generationever has had ? ’’
D. A. R. Wednesday afternoon at
** towe shortly after supper and No — they have been told. They
In pharmacy, accuracycan only
the November meeting in Griswold
Bids for the bathhouse, pavilion
atill there when the stores close. don’t realize it through telling.
be
reached through skillfulatauditorium. Mrs. Olive gave a reHe seldom speaks to anyone, and They will never learn now strong and sewage disposalplant contract
view
of the book, "The Saga of
at
Holland
State
park
will
be
reusuallyenters s store only to walk
tentionto minute details of weighbacking they have until they
American Society,”
Dixson
down an aisle and back out onto plunge in "on their own.” But when ceived at Lansing Tuesday, Nov.
ing and measuring.There are no
Wecter.
*
22,
according
to
State
Senator
the street. He first came to our thev launch out, expecting no on<
Mrs. J. Ethan Allen, accomnotice more than a year ago, he to look after them but themselves Ernest C. Brooks. Estimated cost
short cute. The registered pharwas there this wtek and will prob- they will find the resources and of the work ia $60,500, part of
panied by Mrs. Hartger Winter,
macists who work in our prescripably be walking nervously on the opportunities
entertainedwith three solos,
of this country rising which is to be paid for by PWA
ftrwt thehightthis paper is read to meet them. Let them test it— funds and part by the state conand the afternoon’sentertainment
tion laboratory fill one prescripfn Fremont.
closed with the serving of refreshthe proof will come. The exhilar- servation department. Bids are to
tion at a time selecting the requirbe
sent
to
Harold
E.
Smith,
state
ments and a pleasantsocial hour.
ation of that moment with its inIn Hesperia a man, now turning rush of life is the birth of personal budget director.
Mrs. Olive was presented the
ed drugs from the shelf as needed.
gray, almost hopelessly crippled power and social fitness.
book "Listen,the Wind,” bv Anne
... no other drugs are permitted
since birth, speaking, walking or
Lindbergh, as a gift from the club.
There is no one to look after you
Miss Sussnna D# Weert, daughutiag his hands onlv with difficulty, but yourself—until you begin to ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. De Weert
Other guests for the program were
within reach. They painstakingly
bss lived and made his own way look after yourself, then everything of 66 West 13th st., and Ralnh Fik,
Mrs. F. E. DeWeese and Mrs.
weigh and measure the drugs in
through life. Ironically choosing a is on your side.
Orian
Cross,
both
of
Holland.
son of M. Fik of 281 East 11th st.,
trade that was passing out u he
Hostesses for the afternoon were
o
were married last week Thursday
strict aceordsnce with the physineeded to place more dependence HUNTER IS SHOT
Mesdames E. B. Killian,Corlan
night in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
HungarianState Tourist Dspartment
cian’* instructions. . . verifying,
upon it, that of harnees maker and
Wood, Cecil Davison,Howard
NEAR FENNVILLE Henry De Weert, brother and sis- 117HEN field work comes to an end
been borrowed for the occasion. The Stuch and Charles Wilkes.
cobbler, he has supported himself,
ter-in-law of the bride. The cerechecking and redwekingeach step.
Mack Wenzel, formerly of Fenn- mony was performedby the Rev. * * in Hungary the entire country- dresses are enriched with elaborate
not only in times of prosperity—
These modern methods assure you
but through all the
yean of de- ville, now of Marne, Ottawa county, R. J. Danhof of Fourteenth Street side enjoys the revels of the harvest embrolderiee, the work of months of
i years
Canadian freighter, “MeaUs own efforts came to FennvilleSunday with two Christian Reformed church. A
h. itn
of full protectionand safety.
festival. Dressed In the blazing patient labor. The men are scarcely ford,” arrived in Holland harbor
_______ ___ anee from any companionsand had a narrow proximately 60 were present Music
less brilliant Their full dress Incolors
of
their
Sunday
best
the
ffffe/nmeptalaid. He is an exam- escape from serious injury.One of for the occasion was provided by
Thursday night with a cargo of
cludes embroidered aprons which
go of what a jftsn may_do if the his companionsshot at a rabbit, James Nienhuis, the Broom's peasants enjoy e carefreeholiday.
five them the appearance of wear- potash salts consigned to the Smith
While able which was ldll4d, and it was be- brother-in-law,who sang ’T Love It Is a universal period of rest, festibodied, educated men around him lieved a part of the load hit a stone You Truly” and “O Promise Me,” val and marriage.The picturesque ing skirts. When American tourists AgriculturalChemical Co. After it
and deflected, hitting Wenzel.
and by Miss Carolyn Hilarides, who harvest festival has been banded visit Hungary their first request la was unloaded it sailed for Chicago.
The Rexall Store
tWr welfare Si SKdS^fteJ- Hi* hightop leather boots were played the Lohengrin, weddin
wedding down unchanged for countless gen- anally to be faken to eeath* famous Approximately1,500 tons were being
unloaded
for
the
local
company
poyers of the country,he has, and pierced and severalshot hit him in march. The bride wore a formal
Hungarian peasant costumesand
which uses the potash in the prep20Wtst 8ch St.— Holland, Mich.
•tul is, earning his own main- the leg, chest and arm and one in gown of rose taffeta and carried a eration*. The details of the celebra- pageants.
tion
are
exactly
defined
In
Hungatenance. If anyone in our neighbor- his neck. He was rushed to the bouquet of mixed bloom*. Miss
After the harvest procession aration of fertilizers.Some of the
bood is entitled to let others take office of Dr. Walker at Saugatuck, Jeanette Fik, the groom’s sister, rian folklore. The grapes, wheat, comee the feasts In the open fields potash was first unloaded at
Saginaw. The potash salts were
who picked out 19 shot The acciBest man was corn and other fruits are carried aad the dances and generalmerry
shipped from Europe and transdent occurred about one mile north
throogh the fieldsin elaborate promaktef
Tha
techniqueof the wild shipped at Montreal from the
Janet Brooks, daughterof Mr. Moody, MSry McLean, Margar
press! one, of almost hopeless phy- of Fennville.
bride. Master and mistressof cere- cessions to the accompanimentof
dances and frolics la an ancient tn- steamer Augsburg. The shipment and -Mrs. Phillips Brooks, entersical condition,he still carrieson
McLean, Phyllis Lokker, Jacquelii
monies were Mr. and Mrs. Peter singing and dancing exactlyas in
hari lance. Nowhere else la the
* ptrtof
is
• .
ajjproximstely^OOO
1,000 tons
with a tend* that died with the
After an absence of several Prins.
wedding supper was the middle
tained a group of her friends at a Bremer, Dons Diekema, Donna Vi
r
world
la
the
summer's
end
so
joy
Mf buggy days, with a real months because of illness,Mrs. served by several friends of the
On* of the great charms of the onsly celebrated. Tha fame of these summer in exchange for American theater party and social hour at Ton^eren, Marcla. Den Herd
independence that is get- Helen Tenneer returnedto her bride, including the Mikses Angie
Herder. Esther Pete
harvest
festivalsis the riot of color* picturesquerevels have appeal an farm productsto be shipped to her horn* Friday night hi celebramre in this work as stenographer in the office Dykema, Henrietta Weeterhofand
Barbara Stickle*, Barba
by Vl_
Van Zoeren,
Annagene Raak. The bride and of the peasant costumes. Every over the world and attract oo unties* Europe. The Smith Agricultural tion of her 18th birthday anniver- Yeomans, Dorothy
Chemical Co. is located directly sary. Guests
s included Jean
Jeon and Vander H
groom will be at home at 21 West shad# of the rainbow eeemi to htve visitors from many lands.
north
of
Holland
on
the
P.M.
line
Janet
Snow,
C
Connie Hinga. Peggy Fris, Mai
roalda.) j took bar place daring her absence. Slit •(
•t next week.
to Muskegon.
Prins, Peggy French, Margaret Jonkman.
Here
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a radio talk given by Mr.
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Waterfowl Back on Production

LOCAL NEWS

NIW8
ZEELAND

Wildlife Waste

Miss Isabel Goodman of Scott*

who
become
of
On Roads Stirs
Cornelius Ver Plank In the near
was honored Friday night
States To Act future,
by a miscellaneous ahower
viUa,

Prof. E. P. McLean, on lea?e
from Hope coUeoe, haa returned
nare after convaleacing from an
operation in Chicago on Oct 17.

to

the bride

at

L

filed in the office of the city clerk.

Mr. and Mrs. Yohn Galien and

Mnu Sam

ia

Galien spent last week-

end at the home of Mrs. John
Galien's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John

Lapinga.

Anthonv Westerhof, 22. and Cornelius Brins, 19, both Holland residents, were arrested Friday night
at Uie Hope-Olivet footballgame.
Both pleaded guilty to charges of
disorderly conduct upon arraignment Saturday before Justice of
Peace Nicholas Hoffman, Jr. Fine
was $6 each.
• • •

The annual meeting
of the Hol_____ ng ox
land Furnace Co. Belief society
was held Friday night in the
armory with app
approximately800
present New officers of the society are George Vander Belt, president; Henry Heitbrink,vice-president; Arthur Van Raalte, secretary;
S. Stoel, treasurer.A dinner preceded the meeting. Entertainment
was provided by the Medinah Entertainmentservice of Chicago.
Dave Malcolm of Chicago served
as master of ceremonies.The entertainment consisted of dancing numbers, comedy musical act, acrobatic
dance number, harmonicaand gag
solo, comedians, soubrettesolo,
monologue by Charles Wilson and
a hand to hand balancing act

MOTORISTS URGED TO HELP
CUT DOWN HEAVY LOSSES OF
BIRDS AND FUR ANIMALS

which Mrs. Martin Vor Plank, the
jtroom^ mother, officiated a*
Mrs. Jacob Van Den Boach and
her daughters were hostesses recently at a shower honoring Miss
Tena Morren of Byron Center at
the Van Den Bosch home, three
miles north of Zeelkhd.Games,
prises and a two-course luncheon
were included in the evening’sfun.
Miss Morren is to become a ‘ “
this month.

Organiied action ia being taken
to cut down the waste of wildlife
on highways. Surveys prove that
in a number of states more furbearers and certain species of game
are destroyed by traffic than are
taken by hunters and trappers. The
loss of songbirdsis equallyserious.
Mr. and Mrs. John Walter* were
Reports gathered by the National
Wildlife Federation show what is hosts at their home on Wall St.
being done to check this destruc- laat week Wednesday eveniiy to a
surprise party in honor of Mrs.
tion.
The bulletin of the Forestry,Fish Hattie Vollink of Holland. The
and Game Commissionof Kansas occasion was Mrs. Vollink’sbirthfeatures a cartoon based on need- day anniversary.Prise* were
less slaughter by the speeding awarded to the winners of games
during the evening. The guest of
driver.
honor received severalgifts and a
Posters Appeal
In Pennsylvania, large oil and birthday telegram from Mr. and
Mrs. H. Van Dttlst and Mr. and
gas
is companies are cooperatingwith
the Game Commlsaion in display- Mrs. T. De Ruiter of Los Angeles,

,

Wortts 89.146.88 were certified to from the Board of Public Works
the Council for ]payment.
recommending the passing of a
(Said claims on file in Clerk's
resolution
fixing minimum wage
office for public Inspection.)
Board of Public Works reported rates to be paid by various trades
collection of 116,669.44 and the City in connectionwith work done in the
Treasurer reported collectionof constructionof the new light plant.
48,839.80.
Adopted, all voting Aye.
Accented and filed.
Clerk presentedreport from City
Inspector Wieraema, giving a
resume of his activitiesduring the
month of October.1938.
, Accepted and filed.
Clerk presenteda communication
from the Board of Public Works
recommendingthe purchase of cast
and fittings
fittings from the
IT00 pipe
PlP* an<*

bri*

lron *>*

“

*

««

In commenting on the purchase
of this land for the new power

plant for the Board of Public
Works, Aid. Brouwer stated that
he felt an explanation should be
made in regard to this proposition
so that tiie public would understand that the price paid was for
the good solid land for a building
was stated that before this

site. It

Approved.
fill was begun there was an ave*
Clerk presenteda communication
age depth of three feet of water
from the Park Board recommend- and now it was filled to a height
ing the purchase of a new Chevof five feet above water level.
rolet coupe.
Mr. Brouwer further stated that
Approved.
the Board had been very careful
Clerk presented communication about making all the necessary
from the Board of Park and Ceme- soundings to detennino the suittery trustees recommending the ability of this particular site.
adoption of certain rules and reguId. .
Brouwer
_____________
also commented on
lations to govern the operation of the resolutionthat was adopted
the city cemeteries.
establishingminimum wage rates
Postponed until next regular for the work done on the project
meeting.
It was the aldermsn’a contention
ing coloredpostersimpressing mo- Calif.
Clerk presenteda communication that the city should be mindful of
The extension work of the agritorists with the importance of sparcultural department of Zeeland from the Board of Public Works the fact that in some cases where
ing wildlife along the road.
requestingthe Common Council to building*were constructed in the
That much of the destructionis high school is proving one of the
features of school approve of the purchase of approx- city of Holland, the contractorhapnot wholly accidental it the convic- most popular featurei
imately 12 acres of land from Ira pened to be an outside man, wno
tion of game wardens, sportsmen. work in this community this year.
Biological Survey field men ana Pupils are attending the part-time Jack Lyona, at a cost of $24,800.00, would not employ anything but
at a site for the new light plant union labor and he felt that our
others, interested in wildlife, who course from 10 school districts,and
The property that they recommend local people should not be deprived
ranj*
in
age
from
16
to
24
years.
insist that in many
ly thousands of
to purchase lies between 2nd and of working on the plant because
miles of day and night travel they Their instructoris Otto W. Pino.
4th streets(If produced west) and hh|hpm.j<biq;
to th<
they do not belong to
the A. F. of
almost never find the killing of a Sixty-two young men are taking a
west of s line a short distance east L. Mr. Brouwer further called atcourse that permits them to keep
wild creature unavoidable.
of Pine avenue (if produced).
tention to the fact that we have
"It is undoubtedly true, that a up tlieir work on the farm. Of the
Adopted, all voting Aye.
locally the Christian Labor Assogreat many drivers get a thrillout 62 enrolled 46 intend to keep on
Clerk
presented
a communication ciation with whom the local manuof running down game," savs C. R. farming. Thirty-eightplan to study
from
the Board of Public Works facturers have been dealing and
Gutermuth,Directorof Education this winter and carry on work in
recommending that the Council felt that these neople should not be
of the Indiana Department of Con- co-operationwith their parents in
accept the offer of the U. S. Gov- discriminatedagainst in case some
servation. "A cottontail, bounding
ernment to aid in financing the con- outside contractor was given the
of the most popular species east of Flyway. Bottom, broadbillor 1
along in the glare of the headlights
struction of s new light plant. The job for building the new light
the Mississippi. Middle,a baldpate. bluebill, a favoriteof open water. is a challenge to a certain tj
ype ol
offer is to pay 46% of the cost, but plant.
Plentiful again as the duck depres- unthinking
or Americanwidgeon, coming
i? motorist. Educational bookkeeping, and other things that
not to exceed 1675,621.00.
Council adjourned.
propagandais the only
in large numbers along the Pacific sion ends.
. way this will be very useful for these Adopted, all present voting Aye.
OSCAR PETERSON,
can be checked."
"farmer* of tomorrow." This methClerk presenteda communication
City Clerk.
Daybreak Surveyi
od of part-timeinstruction in farm
’

• • •

Half of the salaries for instructors in shop and related courses
More docks than sportsmen have
would be paid by the federal government if Holland were to estab- seen since 1929 are now southbound.
lish such courses.Gebrge B. Fra- Top, a pair of blacks, or black malxee, Jr., principaland directorof lard, the wariest of all. This is one
vocational educationin Davis Technical high school, Grand Rapids,
setter,
told members of the Holland Rotary haw Danstone;English
'fii
club last week Thursday noon. Four owned by Maurice xelton of Holmembers of the school board were land, cup; second— Dutchess, English setter,owned by V. O’Conguests of the club.
nor of Central park, 55 pounds of
• • •
Marriage license applications dog food; third — Toots. English
ngi
have been received from Ivan setter, owned by Ralph Woldring
Schneider of Conklin and Leone of Holland, 25 pounds of dog food.
Arends of Ravenna; William Leonard Dailey’sTony Boy II, an
Bloemers of West Olive and Janet English setter, was second in
Haraevoortof Holland, route 2: all-agestake.
and from Gerrit Mouw and Mabel
Klomparens, both of Holland.
After being arrestedat the Hol• • •

Thursday evening Miss Mabel
Klomparenswas honored at a sur-

WAVES

’EM IN

To determine the extent of wild practicesis new in Michiganhigh
life losses under speeding wheels, schools. The Zeeland school board

provided the course partly because
so many of its pupils live on farms.
Plans are being made to start two
classes for adults. The latter would
be held once each week, beginning
in No
bvember.
course luncheon.
kers.
Mrs. Garrit B. Dalman, 67, of
Rabbits, skunks, muskrats, squir- Grand Haven, died Monday at her
rels, raccoons are common among home after a prolonged illness.She
the mammals frequentlykilled.TTie is survived by her husband, four
rare Florida otter occasionallysons. Henry or Grand Rapids, Peter
meets its death crossinghighways. of North Holland, William of ZeeThird Church welcomed to its land-KalamazooCentral football
Quail and pheasant are destroyed land and Clifford of Grand Haven;
game Saturday afternoon,William
ig '*
two daughters.Mrs. Joe Sjoerdsma
by the thousands.
Club of Holland, which attended Blankenburg,18, of Kalamazoo
Wildlife techniciansreport that of Ripon, Calif., and Mrs. Peter
in a body divine worship in all pleaded guilty to an intoxication
the- presence oi
of dead ga
game animals Voxel of Grand Rapids; 19 grandchurches to which its membership charge upon being arraigned before
Next regular meeting will be
on highways has a decidedtendency children and one great grandchild :
Justice
of
Peace
Raymond
L.
Smith.
belongs. Third Church is honored in
Thursday evening, Dec. 8. Ladies’
to cultivate a taste for these species three brothers, Edward, David
being the first on the list to be
Auxiliary meets same evening in
in various predators,as well as in Vereeke and CorneliusVereeke, all
chosen.
of Zeeland, and four sisters, Mrs.
Among the signs of the local the G. A. R. room, City Hall.
domestic cats and dogs.
Indian summer, or rather Indian
The News might add that in Lois Barnes, Mrs. Johanna Jagers,
micmgan
Michigan wiidiiie
wildlife also Buffers
suffers h
heav- Mrs. Cobs Van Gelderen,all of ZeeA program to be given Thurs- spring, are a lilac bush in the yard Our second meeting this month
ily through motor traffic.In this land and Mrs. Nancy Houseman of
day evening in Overisel Reformed of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barkel on falls on Thanksgiving Day, so the
vicinity well in the past week sev- Holland.
church will consist entirely of East 24th St., blooming for the meeting was postponed until our
eral phesants were killed am
and at
Mrs. J. Aliens, Mrs. Ray Van
sacred music, includinga women’s second time this year, and two first regular meeting in December.
least one Holland man can relate Voorst and Mrs. G. Kuite were
quartetfrbm Muskegon.The church crates of strawbernes which P. D.
running over a deer while on a bus- hostessesFriday evening at a misMission Circle is in charge of the Collough picked at Coldwater SunWe are now all set for our
iness trip north. Not so long ago cellaneousshower in honor of Miss
program. Members of the quartet day.
Armistice Day program. The comthe Michigan Conservation depart- Gertrude Van Langevelde at Mrs.
are Mrs. Walter Heeres, Mrs. Ormittee has arrangeda wonderful
ment reports heavy toll to game Altena’shome at 117 West 18th it.,
ville Gotts, Miss Ruth Pastoor and
Herbert C. White presented an program ami the Auxiliary says
crossing the main traveled high- Holland. Miss Vsn
Van Langevelde will
Miss Linnea Jackson. All have sung illustrated lecture on "China’s Wonthey never put on a better banquet
ways, and asks motorists to be as become the bride this month of
over the Muskegon radio station.
derland and Her Landscape Paint- than this one for this Armistice
careful as possible and to cooperate. Henry Postma of Zeeland. Mrs. H.
Miss Olive Green will accompany ers’’ Tuesday afternoonat the
Day occasion.Let’s not turn these Live decoys are prohibitedagain
them.
Dokter and Mrs. Joe Romeyn were
meeting of tne Woman’s Literary committees down, so everybody out,
this season by federal regulation.
Next week Thursday and Frida awarded prises as a result of games
club at the clubrooms. Mr. White the more the merrier.
played during the evening.A threeDuck shooters find that mallard, evenings the Holland Senior Hi
The Rev. and Mrs. James Wayer has spent a great deal of time in
A Cappella choir will present _ course luncheon was served.
back duck, and other marsh species
are in Wisconsin this week, where China, where he prepared the magtwo-act musical comedy, ‘Tune In,"
Still looking for Beider and
Miss Laura Brower of Zeeland
Mrs. Warer is visiting relatives nificent colored slides which were
are attracted by movement Ordi- under the direction of Mi
bs Trixie vas honored Friday night at a surStrabbing to turn out to meetings.
used
in
connection
with
the
lecture.
and the Rev. Wayer attended a
nary wooden decoys are too stolid. Moore, Miss Mabel Apel, E. F. irise miscellaneous shower given
Before the regular meeting Mr.
synodical conference.
Don’t forget, once a member Wallace Harvey, of Constantine,
and Mrs. White were the guests
Mich., has this animated decoy that
Pepple and Mrs. George Schurman
The Holland Pointer and Setter of honor at dessert and coffee in always a member and if you were
fools crafty flocks by standing up cast will include Marjorie Brouwer, at the latter’s home in Holland.
club’s two-day field trials Saturday the club library. Mrs. J. J. Brower, in the A. E. F. you belong in the
on its tail — when a cord is pulled Claribel Dunnewin, Mildred Her- The evening was spent in playing
and Sunday were held on the Rob- program chairman, was in charge, V. F. W.
from the blind — and flapping his man, Phyllis Pelgrim, Virginia Dyk- hearts. A two-courseluncheon was
inson township terrain on M-60. with Mrs. George E. Kollen pourhuis, Betty Morrell, Kathryn Hart- served.
Now
that
the
deer
season
is wings, in true duck fashion.
ing.
Winners in the puppy stake were:
[ary Jane Raffenaud,Shirley
man, Mary
about
to
open,
we
might
suggest
a
First — Flapper, English pointer
AAAi|A^AAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAA*
Shaw, Dale! Fris, -LawrenceMood
venison
supper
to some of our deer
owned by Dr. William Tappan of
Miss Margaret Laarman, who is Harvey Koop,
Members of Christian Endeavor hunters.
°P» Homer Barber, Jacl
Holland,cup; second— Samada Zipto be a bride this month, was guest Yeomans, Junior Pruis, Emerson
societies of Holland and vicinity
per, Irish setter, owned by Floyd
There will be no fun party Fri- of honor last week Tuesday at a Strong and Gordon Plaggemars.
will go to Lansing Saturday as part
Boerraan of Holland,hunting knife
Officers of the newly-formed
of a state-wide peace trek. The day, Nov. 11, Armistice Day. The party at the home of Mrs. Arie De
and 20
groups will meet in Lansing at V. F. W. has their annual get- Visser. Mrs. Andrew Van Wieren, German club, consistingof secondHolland, Michigan.
Dutch
1:30 p. m. Saturdayto hear Gov. together in the form of a banquet Miss Viola Karle and Evelyn Tu- year German studentsat Christian
by N. G.
include rfaillCB
James WildTTMUbergen won prizes. Miss Laarman High school,UlllliUC
November 2, 1938.
Frank Murphy greet them from and program that evening.
pass a
and 10 pounds of dog food. the capitol sten«.
was presented with numerous gifts. schut, president: Jay Tinholt, vice• * »
1
Derby Stake:. First—
—Tony's
MoFun party Friday, the 18th, and Hostesses were Mr?. Louis Vanden president; Mildred Schrotenboer, The Common Council met in regturkey party Tuesday,the 22nd. Brink, Mrs. Manus Laarman, Miss secretary;Gerrit Klomp, assistant ular session and was called to order
Plans for the year were discussed We will have turkey and chicken Dorothy De Visser and Mrs. De secretary, and Robert Tacomba,
by the Mayor.
HARVEST FESTIVAL
at a meeting of Division No. 1 of galore.
treasurer.Marvin Baas is sponsor
Visser.
the American Legion auxiliary in
of the club.
Present: Mayor Geerlings, Aids.
Harvest time is stock-up time. the Legion club rooms Friday afterPrins, Kleis, Drinkwater, Kalkman,
If you look on page two, sec- noon. Mrs.
rs. Peter Slagh was elected
Miss Barbara Ann Gordon was Oudemool, Brouwer, Steffena, Huy
tion two, you will see there a chairman of the group with Mrs.
honored last week Tuesday night
a bumper crop of values. Two John Mills as assistant chairman.
at a masquerade party given by ser, Menken, Vogelzang, Smith and
strong horses are pullingthe load,
group of friends surprised
her parenta,Mr. and Mrs. Douglas the Clerk.
and what a load. We refer you to Mrs. C. Van Der Bie at her home
Devotions were led by Aid. HuyGordon,
on, on Washington
Washinrton ave. The
page two, section two, so you on West 12th st. Friday on the
party celebratedMiss Gordon’s 14th ser.
may know what it’s all about
occasion of her birthday anniverMinutes of the last regular meetbirthday anniversary.
There are some real values from sary. Mrs. Van Der Bie was preing were considered read and are
a score of merchants.It is surely sented with a gift. There were
Her sixth birthday anniversary approved.
many guests present.
a clean-cutbumper crop.
was the occasion for a party honor* • •
Petitions and Accounts
ing Gloria Esther Bear last week
Monday at her home at 220 West
• • •
11th st. Mrs. Bear served refresh- Clerk presented several applicaments and the group played games. tions for buildingpermits.
Granted, subject to the approval
Mrs. NelHe Groters of 306 East of the City Engineer and Fire
daybreak surveys are made before
crows, vultures, stray dogs and cats
remains of highway victims.Animals killed range from deer— which
not infrequentlycause serioui
wrecks— to marblers and woodpec

prise shower given by Mrs. Harold

Kragt and Gertrude Mouw. Miss
Klomparenswas presented with a
bridal book and other beautiful
gifts. The hostessesserved a two-

%

MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walirten System Agency

N.LComer River

and

8th W« Deliver Holland

Become Vitamin Minded
Prevent Colds— Build Resistance
$1.00 Squibb'*

Cod
$2.50

79c

Liver Oil

Olafsen’i

Cod Liver Oil

$1.97

Tablets

59c

ABDG

25
lOcc Navitol

Capsules

59c

Lig.

100 Navitol
Capsules
25

pts.

Adex

100

$1.97

ABDG
$2.49

Capaulea

ABDG
89c

Capsules

100 ABDG
Capsules

250 Yeast

&

$1.19

Iron Tablets

$2.69
250Wheatamin

100 Yeast

43c

Tablets

Tablets

$2.39

FT

S

COMMON COUNCIL

~

A

13th st. was pleasantly surprised Chief.
Clerk presented report or
of recent
recently by a group of friends.
Refreshments, served by Mrs. B. inspection of City Hall boilers made
Groters and Mrs. Hattie Wagner, by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inand the singing of Dutch psalms spectionand Insurance Co. The rewere features of the evening’s port states that no conditionswere
observed that require attention at
entertainment.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

HOLLAND COLONIAL
Continuous Dally Starting at 2:30
Price Change— 5:00

Matinees Daily at 2:30
Evenings— 7:00 and 9:15
Continaons Performanceon Sat
Price Change— 5:00

Rapids.

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 11, 12

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 11, 12

Ronald Colman and Frances Dee

Double Feature
Edw. G. Robinson
in

If 1

Were King

‘ “AMAZING
DR. CLITTERHOUSE”

“IF I WERE KING"
Added— Nows and Novelties

GUEST NIGHT-SaL,

Nov. 12

Bing Crosby

Chas. Bickford
in

^
GCTMMWWt

Expires Nov. 19

Ricra
DISTRICT
COURT OF

Added— Chapter No. 11 of
“Radio Patrol"

Serial

“DOCTOR RHYTHM"
Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 14, 15
Joel McCrea and Andrea Leeds

Western District of Michigan

With thb good coed on your hooting fob, you'll find it
surprisingly easy to keep temperature UP and heating cost DOWN. It'e a hot weD-behared fuel
giro* you a fire that takee little tending, quick heat
in the morning, and frees you completely from the
annoyance of clinkers and soot! ft’s QUALITY coal
... but pleasinglypriced at a right modest figurel
Call us and get the good news about

—

Monday, Tuesday and Wsdnesday,
November

14, 15

and 16

Youth fakes

Dionne Quintuplets

A

in

MANHATTAN
l«»tat«reSU. S. ratwt Otte*

Fling
Five of a Kind
Added News, Scenic, Novelty
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

November 17, 1$ and 19

Lube

Rainer and Fernand Gravel

Added— News, Scenic and Comedy

...That Practically SOOTLESS

Wednesday and Thursday,
November 16 and 17
Glenda Farrell and
Barton MaeLane

PREMIUM POCAHONTAS— ALL SIZES
COKE - BRIQUETS - BARD COAL
BLUE FLAME SMOKELESS STOKER COAL
• WOOD AND KINDLING V

•

In

TORCHY GETS HER MAN"
Added— News
Thura^ Nov. 17
Virginia Brute
and Melvyin Douglas

GUEST NIGHT—

Tie Great Waltz

“ARSBNE LUPIN RETURNS"

’

COAL

Van Alsburg
Goal Co.
»
Phone 2679

THE

UNITED STATES

—

‘THE STORM’’

LONG DISTANCE

this time.

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Hoffmeyer Accepted and filed.
Clerk presented a communication
and daughter, Mary Jeanne Hofffrom Michigan Municipal League
meyer, have moved from the home
calling attention to the Annual
of Mrs. Hoffmeyer’s parents, Dr. league meeting that will be held
and Wrs. W. J. Van Kersen, to
in Detroiton November 16, 17 and
1809 Berkley Ave., S.W., Grand 18. Mayor suggested that as many

496 Colombia Ave

It

was

associates. It

way

to

is

economical, too. Rates for calls

to most points are lowest every night after 7 and
all

so ordered.

,_

the quick and easy

reach out-of-town relatives, friends and business

of the Aldermen and of the other
city officials who can get away,
attend at least one day’s sessionat
city expense.

Clerk also called attention to a
Southern Division
Frida; eveIn the matter of Merle Bamum meeting in Holland on Friday
Palmer, Bankrupt, No. 7950 in ning of this week, with Mr. James
M. Mitchell, manager of the Municbankruptcy.
On tnis 3rd day of November, ipal Personnel Service,relativeto
A.D. 1988, on reading the petition tne matter of a pension system for
by said Bankrapt for discharge,it municipal employees.
cation of
Clerk presented applies
is
iu iKccid, «i., wt a license
Ordered by the Court that a hear- Bernard Keefer, Jr., for
ing be had upon the same on the to opeirate the Hitching Post Diner
8ro day of December,A.D. 1988. at 242 River avenue.
Granted.
. at Grand
Rapids, in said district,at IQ
o’clock in the forenoon, and that Reports of Standing Cemmittees
notice thereof be published in the
Committee on 'claims and AcHolland City News, a newspaper
counts reported claims in the
printed in said district,and that all
recomamount of 45,042.80 and n
known creditors and other persons
mended
payment
thereof.
in interest may appear at the same
Allowed.
time and place and show cause, if
Aid. Brouwer reported on behalf
any they have, why the prayer of of the Civic Improvementand Pubsaid petitioner should not he
lic Buildings committee that they
granted.
are making some progress on the
And it is further ordered by the matter that was referred to them
Court, that the Clerk shall send by
relative to constructinga modern
mail, to all known creditor*, cop
dog pound.
of
addressed to
• • •
, this order,- •‘to?***
to them
thSft
their places of residence
as stated.
_______ as
_____
CommunicationsFrom Boards
Witness, The Hon. Fred M. Rayand City Officers
1, Judge of said- Court, and the

,

"Long Distance” is

,

day every Sunday.

RATES FOR THREE-MINUTE

STATION-TO-STATION CALLS
HOLUND
New York
I

to

—

City

aiming

Saginaw
Settle

Creek

Detroit

Iibpeming
Petoskey

Claipis approved by the Hospital

November, A.D. 1988.
Attest:OERIE.J.SLUITER,
ByHOWi
HOWARD T. ZIEL, Dep.
(Sell of Court)
'

Board in the amount of 43,480.15,
Board in the amount of
Park and Cemetery Beard

M7M0. PoUc

»d «« Bo^

and Boani

of

MICHIGAN BELL

TELEPHONE CO.

I

NBW«

T8I HOLLAND CITY
lie library. Tha money, coming
from the state board for librarioa,
was deliveredto Miss Dora Scher-

LOCAL NEWS
Fire late last night damaged the
home of Albert Been, 178 E. 7th
Street,and it is understood that
the fire started in a bed in the upper story. Firemen were on the job
quickly, but had some troublealsying the blaze, since the flames had
gotten well under way, according
Blom.

mer, librarian, at the Michigan library Association convention in
Lansing.

Donald Kramer, Hope College
student and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Kramer of 143 East 25th St.
has been removed from Holland
hospitalto University of Michigan
hospital, Ann Arbor.
• • •
Miss Wilma Vos, daughter of Mr.
A delegationof the high school
and Mrs. Ralph Vos of Overisel, band, autos and marchers from
and Alfred Hossink, son of Mr. and Bangor paraded through Holland
Mrs. Albert Hossink of 234 West Tuesday to advertiseBangor’s
24th 'St, Holland, were united in ninth annual apple show which will
marriage Thursdayevening at the be held Thursday, Friday and Sathome of the bride’s parents. The urday.
Rev. G. J. Vande Riet, pastor of
OveriselChristianReformed Judge Fred T. Miles will give an
church, performedthe double-ring Armistice Day talk at 2:30 Friday afternoon before the W.C.T.U.
ceremony.
at the Miles home. Mrs. B. Welt f •
Miss Johanna Timmer, dean

of

women

at Calvin college, will address the annual mothers and daughters
ghters educational mass meeting
Thursday at Central Avenue Christian Reformed church. Miss Timmer will speak on “Divinely
Charged.”

68
49
91
140
Georgetown
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189
Grand Haven Twp ------- ---------- 247
Holland Twp.
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446
Jamestown
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78
Olive ................................. 86
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266
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179
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370
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Oil and Gas Association of Florida.
Michigan will be host to Michigan
A daughter,Lora Marie, has been
oil producers at a bpnquet to be
bom in War Memorial hospital,
served at 6:30 p. m. Thursday at
Warm Friend tavern in Holland, ' Sault Ste. Marie, to Mr. and. Mrs.
,
.ccordin,to A. J.Deldom.n,
tive secretary of the association.
B. Dalman of East 14th St.
Principalspeakers will be Charles
• • •
Van Vleck of the Independent PeH. Battjes of rural route No. 4
troleum association of Tulsa, Okla., is being
bein treated in Universityhos
F- A. Calvert,president of pital, Ann Arbor.
the Michigan association,and Ed
Bouwsma. president of Commonwealth Pipe Line Co. of Holland.
• • •

vu.

......

.

A Missionary

Some

Tells of

—

....

while attending a synodical conference in Wisconsin this week.
Miss Mildred Bush of West 17th
St. has left to spend the winter in

”$V

...

....

.The Rev. Henry D. Ter Keurst
visited his son James in Milwaukee

Chapel services are being held
at Hone college at 11 a. m. instead
" 3sily in observance of
of at 8 a. m.

—

..

ton and Mrs. M. Markham are
members of the tea committee.

fwT

216
226
191
218
587
103
737
833
156
164
287
656
48
82
610
221
224
378
221
508
519
269
282
462
87
477
644
439
468
562
688

.....

TOTAL

161

691

223
415
70
76
47
83
175
55

105
717
332
156
147
290
566
44
82
613
228
230
382
222
607
517
256
286
475

45

192

360
144
166
67
255
289
264
352
413
293
127
161

274
206
155
290
270

6612 10853 5897
4241

91
67
101

189
65
199
402
161
175

83
278
313
286
367
435
837

82

142

184
332
258
203
378

I

207
217
180
217
567
07
637
315
144
135
275
550

73

48
99
136
200
232
548
85

487
668
453
477
581
714
10959

1

Plurality .......................
. .......

Real Oil Wells

92
133

224
225
184
219

54

50
92
129
273
220
465
79
80
46
82
182

41

69

77
576
207
220
357

194
377
151
174

74
267
302
284
349
410
322

199

489
488
241
261
435
68

129
184

461

516
396
432
510
656

323

210
218
183
221
579
100
667
320
163
148
277
654
42
72
586
217
214
363
208
493
486
252
295
444

69

302
231
179

328
314

66
52
96
132
190

225
494
87
88
62

212
216
180
220
560
100
632
313
148

60

143
274
660
41

194

75

402

569
211
217
357
198
463
461
233
258
446
73
462
519
407
439

101
183

155

176
81

279
333
301
374
435
322

77

136

461
536
413
443
548
663

179
320
236
193

358
332

56
46
91

125
162
223
435
76
80
42
82
174
' 56
189
862
141
170
64
264
292
268
349
405
• 308
128
164

288
217
160
297
270

521

645

6780 10170 6387 10443 6631 10143

5971 10806

3512

4835

5062

Ait #nnu*1 week of Pr*yer- Dr.
Albertus Pieters, professor of
English Bible and Missions at Western Theological seminary,spoke
Armistice Day programs Friday SMITH AGRICULTURALCHEM(Continued from page 1)
on “Oieckingup on the Spiritual
morning at high schools in the city ICAL CO. UNLOADS LARGE
Life in opening the week Monday.
Dr. Simon Blocker, professor of est fuel oil. Then the products are will feature a talk by the Rev. W.
CARGO OF POTASH
practical theology at Western sem- piped out through a “marine pipe G. Flowerday, pastor of First

3390

4056

TOWNSEND CLUB TO MEET
• •

•

The Townsend Club was recently reorganizedand has signed over
50 new members. The club is holdinary, led the devotions. Miss Car- line to ships two and a half miles Methodist church, at Holland high,
Te British Ship Discharges Cargo in ing meetings every two weeks in
olyn Kramers and Harold Van Heu- out to sea. Here a new harbor and a talk by Atty. Vernon Ten
id Christian high
Holland; Farm Products to be
V.F.W. hall, River Ave., just north
velen played a violin duet, accom- has been laid and a new channel Cate at Holland
by Mjas Atom Weeldreyer. 33 miles long marked out so that school. The Rev. C. Schoolland,
i Lar*est tankers can reach pastor of Harderwyk church and

68
64
90
126
178
214
430
68
74
36
81
181
59
186
322
155
171
64
239
244
225
345
388
275
129
160
268
205
139
276
268

219
221
182
226
686
100
681
324
163
160
291
559
46
77
699
220
221
372
208
493
603
250
284
554
78
472
591
425
467
666
699

217
216
187
228
687
117
733
838

60
51
91
125
180
217
537
80
81
66
135
174
63
193
356
145
169
' 65
252
290
256
353
412
396
163
280
407
313
268
419
312

163
165

293
663
48
86
671

223
222
378
241

569
660
269
311
611
91

502
692
472
495
640
719

222
218

65
62
91
122
164
220
460
72
87
48
84
167
69
191
352
145
166
61
260
296
275
359
410
329
146
180
313
230
186
342
279

182
221

673
107

632
323
164
134

243
661
41

75
611
219
222
874
226
513
512
266
280
391
74
375
459
377
376
603
674

214
221
182
227
590
106
708
330
148
152
291
670

49
92
115

115
236
610

64
129
158

66

82

70
217
91
84
41

124
253
221
130
160
218
46
155
229
140
143

183
167

3661 10773

4603
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Allendale ..........................
Blendon ...............................................
Chester .................
Crockary ......................................
118

Georgetown ........................................
156
Grand Haven Twp ..... ..............
217
Holland Twp .....................................
376
Jamestown
70
.......

Olive

............ ..............
............

-
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—

No. 1 ...........................
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Polkton .................... ............. - .......
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67
34
73
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219
226
133
229
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766
331
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302
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377
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TOTALS
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61

47
91

118

159

203
399

38
68

162

62

172
371
138
150

66
202

236
245
393
288

295
857
227
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617

112

121

i
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232
226
184
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135
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165
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66
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134
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184
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55
48

284
656

567
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221
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&
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55
46
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167
213
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74
84
87
72
171
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183
366
187
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167 596
189 147
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69

164
49
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1

182

91
121

83
35
145
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a

330
156
162
305
578
56
106

170
342 637
139 230
157 238

79

361

246 251

247 670
230 558
841 284

837

268

125
167

257
193
140
•286

602
93
630
602
473
489
622

873 827
302 483
269

‘ 683

155 473
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216
225
179
216
683
112
386 696
76
324

66
46
101
132
159
224

Drain Com.

Buxnpar Crop Sola

149
44
83
176
58

191

81
152

294
559
44
85
591

379
139 223
169 223
63 378
270 207
283 476
268 502
238

4598

138

50
93
102
26
88
308

71

107
217
431
36
109
430
205
246
299
190
331
342
253
260
348

64

82

313
378
363
358
470
646
8521

ing, Nov. 17. at 7:45 P. M. A silver collectionwill be taken. All
are cordiallyinvited. Bring your

I

PRUNES
70-80
Siza

Michigan Maid -

Fra ah

l
.a

;

>

60
39
93
122
160

203
343

73
73
28
65

168

57

175

879
189
165

225
234
181
228
689
123
817
328
166
177
312
671
57
94
580
227
226

- 53c

2

Herring

8-u>.

BiscuitsEasily

19c

k*o

Made With

Softaeilk

Griddle Tested Country Club

Pancake

Cake Flour pkg. 25c

Chuckad

Full of Rail in* -

Complexion Cloth

Camay
Claw

3

le

8c

lb. loaf

Cake

17c

163
204
375

each

T«a

Palmolive

£

81

70
31
69

169

52

165
840
188
166

61

220
224

Crop I

101

756 801
329 322
165 165
160

171

294 817
566 666

48

105
611

222
224
881
292
498
558
284
809
445

44

83
653
221

225
878

185 '261

404
456
218

260
536
118
524
676
528
626

508
590
800
855
610

Personalised With

«£ Uc

Cranberry
lance - 12-os. oan

UV4c

lor

WESCO

FEEDS -

-

Pinsappls *

Weeoo Feed

ssudiees - §•

16%

23c
*ise do*.

J7c

>1.69

DAIRY ^>1.20
**

lOO-Ob.

20% DAIRY

M.30

bag

ROLLED OATS 10

NEW

& 29c

No.

1

ibe.

I

MAJESTIC

ALUMINUM WARE
DOUBLE - PU1BOIE

Large bunch 1

10

lb.

bag

GRIDDLE -BROILER

15c

With Kroger's
Credit Cord

Quality

S3o -

15c

peck bag

Ask

29c

for

At

$169

Credit Card Today

Tew

ErofferStore

C. Q. Shoulder Cut*

itiinnROAST

OYSTERS » IS. BEEF

"t16<»19<

'

SLAB BACON * 23c C
—

Q.

SHORT RIBS OF BEEF *

r BACON

WaLI£TwW?r££‘

smo&

10££

Fruit

Free-shore

J

HID "£7 >1.39

MASH

ECC

6

100-lb.

SCRATCH

Weeoo Feed

Idaho Baker* 10

n

Details

Weeoo Balanced

Largs

POTATOES Maine
15 ^

S to $ lb.

25C

Ask Manager

bottls

ONIONS
Kwgst's

Home

Tour Own

Ocean Spray

29c

S.

cans

CHRISTMAS CARDS

BANANAS 4 - 25c
CIUBY HEARTS — . 5,
BROCCOLI
Ot

Michigan U.

0-0*.

j

3^

3

chips 5

^

so sxAunruL - ihdiyidual

19c

Sprouts cans 25c
LoChoy Vegetablescan 25c

bars 17c
SweetheartSoap bar 5^o

1
s

116

Msat

LoChoy Bean

Goldan Yellow

91

Whits

May Garden Japan or Mixed

Fruit Bowl lo - with

Soap

TIDIITS

CHICEEV or THE SEA

AssartedVarietiesLayer

Oxydol X’*

Q

126
156
227
329
81
70
27
58
166
63
182
414
188
164
68
235

TUNA

Coffee Cake Mch IQc

- with

bare

21c

Delicious Hat Topped

3£SO<

Crisco

^

Clock

RAISIN BREAD
Spry or

nour

Finely Granulated

25^x»1.15

100* Whole Wheat

GRAPEFRUIT

224
229
184
235
606
134
787
334
170
171
312
580
49
109
659
280
240
385

BEET SUGAI
MICHIGAH -

Crl,*,amflOB, 17c

Btsqukk p*. 29c

4«..l7c

Fruit Flavors

Old Fashloaed

ORANGES

221 215
225 224
180 181
228 224
583 684

GELATDI DESSEH

Milchtr Herring k«v 89a

w

67
46

Tall

cans

TWINKLE

Whole Pack - Avondale

06

57
48
94
118

Dalicious
Hsalthful

Couatry Club Evaporated

n>.

JUICE

COUVTIT CLUB

pound

County Coroners

l I

TOMATO

NUT OLEO
10c
WHEATIES Pkg tOC
P^pkh ^ 10c Milk 4™ 25c
79c
Tomatoes 3 25c
Patties

L

GOLDEN BANTAM

Fraah — Swaat — Eatmora

it

S

Country Club Craam Styla

Churned

BUTTER

Mint

w

WHOLE KERNEL

9c

4 .It

Com

Country Club Goldan Bantam

GINGER ALE

M
^
a

212
222
182
217
578
104
751
319
162
147
288
560
48
76
581
218
221
371
206
439
602
235

5662

767
179

fe.
afer Krafar

/*N

^

i
tn

136
172
119

828

.....

-

1

Court Com.

9260

96
236
68

a«capHSfar«afagaar
aatoa WADI “A"
QUAUTY af Krattr',
Cavalry Oak Cara. Y$t
yavparfa*

Now

Reg. Deeds

9535

333

k»mm F««e n— a«a—

Offices

Treasurer

G
;
2

5

177

...

Q
W

S

fil

93
326 . 634
136 223
Wright ------------------164 229
Zeeland Twp. .......
334
Grand Haven, First Ward
......
237 229
Grand Haven, Second Ward
...... 247 635
Grand Haven, Third Ward — .....
213 655
Grand Haven, Fourth Ward
323 282
’ Grand Haven, Fifth Ward
------- 373 308
Holland, First Ward ----- --------457 334
Holland, Second
ill 106
HolUnd, Thlrd Ward .—128 521
Holland, Fourth Ward
----- ------- 216
640
Holland, Fifth Ward, No. 1 --------- 171 492
Holland, Fifth Ward, No. 2 -----137 496
Holland, Sixth Ward
-------- 229 679
Zealand City ...................
- ..............
249 728

Spring Lake —
Tallmadge
.....

55
45

/N

Clerk

63
36
191
846
308
240
300
270
93
209
322
170
192
255
148

193

169

Dmtu
far*

Lotonia Club

OTTAWA COUNTY ELECTION RETURNS
Sheriff

286
133
162
154
164
28
329
232
294
254
70
240
819
210
244
294
454

24

67

FANCY CORN!

Soap

Pros. Atty.

60
89
287
25

177
181
149

THAT DOOR IS OPEN ONLY
TO GRADE "A"

FANCY HALLOWI

Easy Task - Clean Quick

County

130
249
369
68
182
672
209
209
225
260
377
399
322
344
439
139
334
468
374
363
627
448

44
32

Reformed church Thursday even- friends.

NEW! 1938 CROP

.........

-

93
198
460
47
132
600
198
225
281
270
437
453
391
438
462
133
246
452
271
406
540
630

JAMESTOWN C.E. PRESENTS ed Rev. Leonard Greenway to give
ORGAN RECITAL
an organ recital at the Second

Thank You

if

97
74
68
98
218
100
430
98

«*•

ywwvtwywywttwtvtv^

-

169
180
175
216
452
189
656
236

of Model Drug

Store. Monday
night Nov. 14th, Mr. Clarence Eolinstructor in Christianschools here,
an of Grand Rapids, will be the
the floatingdock.
steamer Meaford,, flying the speaker. The public is cordially
------------------New Brunswick, N. J. is leading So many foreigners,taken from will give the main address in the The
sessions the remainder of the week. all walks of life at home, naturally ChristianJunior high school. The British Union Jack, arrived at Hol- invited to come and hear the TownHenry Walters post and auxliary land last week Thursday, and dis- send recovery plan discussed.
bring with them both good and
Thursday evening* at 7:45 all wo- bad qualities.Some of the bad of the Veterans of Foreign Wars charged a cargo of 1,500 tons
men and young women of Holland, things the Arabs have not been and the Willard G. Leenhouta post of potash salts which was shipped
Zeeland and the surrounding ter- slow to copv, and good pay and and auxiliaryof the American Le- from Europe and trans-shippedat KROGERS HOLDING ALL WEEK
nary are invited to hear Miss Jo- easy booze- has greatly increased gion, as well as other patriotic or- Montreal from the steamer AugsCOOKING SCHOOL— MISS
hanna Timmer, Calvin college dean the drunkeness. But there are also ganizations,have been invited to burg.
attend
the
program
at
Holland
VIRGINIA ENGLAND, EXThe
shipment
is
of
interest
to
of women, speak on “The Finely forces for righteousness, and I
Charged m Central Avenue Chris- was glad to preach on three suc- high school.
marine and grain men because the
PERT, CONDUCTING
o
tian Reformed church.
potash goes into the preparationof
cessive Sundays to a gathering of
Gifts for the Macy, Neb., Indian fertilizers .
produced
in the
_________
je HolUnd
devoted men and women.
Mission were brought to a baby
Our mission staff on the island shower of the Women’s League for plant of the Smith Agricultural Many housekeepersare taking
A state aid grant of $268.98 has
Chemical Company. Accordingto advantage of the cooking school at
been received at the Holland pub- has decreased rather than gained Serviceof Fourth Reformed church
Dick Miles, vice president of the Krogers. Demonstrations to conin recent years and is now piti- Tuesday evening. Mrs. A. De Roos
Smith AgriculturalChemical com- tinue through Saturday, November
fully small. It ought to be at presided. Mrs. S. Oudemolen and
pany, the fertilizers manufactured 12th.
least twice as large if it should Mrs. Elmer Oudemolen served rem Holland are distributed through- The free cooking school and
take care adequately of all the freshments.
out Michigan. Farmers are becomopportunities offered in all the
demonstration being conducted at
ing more and more conscious of
branches of missionary effort.
Kroger’sStore, 12 West Eighth
the
fact
that
fertilizers
are
essen“Tune In,” an operetta,will be
St. is attracting much attention
That part of my visit to which
tial
to
the
growing
of
better
crops.
presented Nov. 17 and 18 in Holfrom housekeepers,all of whom are
I had looked forward with eager
land high school auditorium by the In Michigan, fertilizers are chief- sensing an unusual opportunity to
anticipationwas to look up all the
A’Cappellachoir, mixed chorus ly used for improving the quality acquire expert, practicalinformaicb
old school
boys that attended our
of truck crops such as celery, ontion on cookery and the ways to
mission school many years ago. and orchestraof the high school.
ions, sugar beets, potatoes, etc., as
cut fuel costs and at the same time
They are no longer boys, but are
well as corn and wheat
retain the food value and the flavgrown up and are now the leading “Arrangement of Flowers" will
The Holland plant is one of the or of the various viands prepared
men and merchants of the town, be the subject considered by the five large units of the Smith Agrifor the benefit of the ladies of Holfrom the mayor down to the Laketown Home
Hon
Economics club cultural Chemical Company, manuwatchmaker. It was interesting to Friday afternoon at a meeting at facturers of high grade fertilizers land and surrounding communities.
Mr. "Jim” Verhey, manager of
call on them in their places of the home of Mrs. Albert Meyers. and mineral feeds. The other plants
business and the “Mayor" proudly Those attending are asked to bring are located at Saginaw, Michigan, the Kroger Market, is extending a
cordial invitation to the housekeepled me past the desks of his clerks flowers, vases, and a note book.
ers to visit the store and take adand underlingsto his “private
o
Indianapolis, Ind,
vantage of the opportunity offered
office," the neatest office I have
According
to
a
representative
of
seen in this part of the world. HAMILTONIANS GET
them in learning to cook the waBACK OF RED CROSS the Dutch firm, N. V. Potash Ex- terless way.
And then we had an “alumni” picport My. of Amsterdam, Holland,
nic in the garden of one of the
who was present during the dis- Miss Virginia England, food ex“boys." There were more than
The HamiltonP.T.A. is sponsor- charge, this shipment is part of pert, is conducting these interestforty present, and we had an ing the annual Red Cross member- about 20,000 tons of potash shipped ing and instructive demonstrations
and one of the pleasingfeaturesof
alumni dinner, roast sheep and ship roll call this year.
from Europe this summer, so to
chicken on large heaps of rice, and
Esther Brink, Evelyn Kaper, speak in exchange for American the school is its informality,for
it was all nicely scoooed up and Elaine Ashley and Mildred Kaper
farm products shipped to Europe. the daily demonstrations are given, not in accordance to any set
tucked away with our right hands will call at your homes between
o
form, but in a manner more like a
— fingerswere made before forks, November 11 and 24. The Red Cross
Among
those who attended the
they hold. •
work is a very worthy one and it synodical conference Tuesday and neighborhood gathering.
The equipment used is explained
touches the lives of every citizen. Wednesday at Waupun, Wis., is
is the
In this garden was a sample of
by Miss England and its particular
It continues to give aid to all hu- Rev. C. A. Stoppels.
the artesian wells that will soon
value demonstrated, as are the lattransformthe appearanceof the manity in our great nation — in
est ways of preparing delicacies
times of distress and need. Your
island. One of the “boys” has a
IMMANUEL CHURCH
for the home table. For Friday,
membership dollars are the only
(Meetings in the Armory).
I Wish to convey to the electors well drilling machine and for
Miss England will cook a ham, poabout $400.00 supplies his cus- source of its support. It needs our
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
tatoes, beets, carrots,an upsideof Ottawa County my sincere ap- tomers with an artesian well. This continued cooperation so that it Sunday:
down cake and biscuits for the benmay continue to serve our people.
10:00 A. M. — “The Believer's efits of the ladies present
preciation for the majority vote development impressedme even
more than the oil fields. The oil We hope the citizens of Hamilton Hope and Sojourn"— I Peter.
Besides saving the full natural
they gave me in Tneeday’s election. does very little for the poor of the will respond generously and cheer11:30 A. M. — Bible School.
flavors, juices, minerals and water
fully.
island, but these continuously
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s soluble vitamins,the waterless
It will be my consUnt aim to
HAMILTON PTA.
flowing wells of clean water proFellowship.
cookware saves in fuel as cooking
serve as your Register of Deeds vide not only water for the gar7:30 P. M. — Evening Service. is done with low heat As an econdens but provide all the inhabi“Can
We
Expect
World
Peace?”
omical feature ot the aluminum
with credit and satisfaction.
HARVEST FESTIVAL
tants with safe drinking water.
Special Music: Miss Marvina ware, there is a minimum in shrinkSmith will render vocal solos. The
Sincerelyyours,
Harvest time is stock-up time. orchestra, under the directionof age, juices are retained and last
but not lease the housekeeper has
D. Dykstra.
If you look on page two, sec- John Swierenga, will play.
a cooler and an odorless kitchen
Muscat, Arabia.
tion two, you will see there a Tuesday:
in which to perform her duties. The
a bumper crop of values. Two
7:30 P. M.— Young People’s Bi- utensils cook with uniformly stored
Mrs. Dykstra, who went to the strong horses are pullingthe load, ble Class.
heat and keep food hot for servNetherlands for her health about and what a load. We refer you to Saturday:
ing.
six months ago, has returned to page two, section two, so you
10:00 P. M. - Children’sBible
Meals cooked in waterless cookjoin her husband at the American may know what it’s all about.
Class for children 5 to 14 years ware result in maximum food satREGISTER OF DEEDS
mission at Muscat, Arabia.
There are some real values from old.
isfaction at minimum cost
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Norway

TAME BUCK DEER ATTACKS
CHILDREN IS SHOT

Our

A

Local Traveler
Things may have appeared to be
somewhat mixed up, with anglers
Ashing during the pheasant season
in Michigan and getting tangled
up In a net intended for erring
hunters, but everything worked out
all right except for two recent Ohio

HE TELLS OF CEREMONIES
“CROSSING THE ARCTIC
CIRCLE” ON SHIP.

BOARD

visitors.

Oliver Ferrell, 71, and Gordon
Ferrell, 23. both of Paulding, O.,
were on their way back from a

By

Dr. A. J. Brower

• •

tame buck deer which was

raised at Pigeon, Mich., as a pet
with several other deer has paid
the penalty for growing belligerent thia fall and attacking several
persons, includingschool children.
The buck, a yearling, was one of
those released a short time ago
after beina reared under the aupervision of the Isaak Walton League.
The buck waa docile enough until
this fall when it became aggressive, frightening children and in
one attack ripping a man’s arm

•

Hammerfest,Norway
• • •
Ashing trip when affairs
We left Iceland on July 12 and
started becoming inverted. They
came on a road blockade in Leoni- that evening, during our dinner,
das township where a sign read. King Neptune, Lord of all Crus'Checking Station.” It was one of tacea, that watery territory which
numerous checking stationsset up lies between the Arctic and the
little

open.
In response to a report from the
Izaak Walton league, the conservation department ordered the deer
shot, and game investigators
again
issued the warning that tame bucks
are much more likely to attack
humans than are deer in the wild,
because in being reared by man
they have lost their fear of him.

throughout southern Michigan dur- Antarctic Circle, boarded our ship
ing the pheasant season. Theoreti- to wish us well as we leave hi»
cally, such stations were not set realm. He was receivedand memup to catch Ashermen, but enforce- bers of his Court paraded around
ment of the Ashing laws are part the ship, shortly to disappear as
of a conservation officer’s duties mysteriouslyas they came.
CertiAcates left behind were
even during a hunting season and
when OfficersGreer and Soraruf found in cabins when passengers
discovered the Ferrells had been returned to their rooms. Those
Ashing instead of hunting they certiAcates were a

Education of

Youth

is

Job of

Community
MANY THINGS INFLUENCE
YOUNG PEOPLE; BRING A
CRAVING FOR LUXURIES
John S. Haitema of the research
division of the department of pub- 3
lie instructionin speaking to Exchange Club members
embers at tneir
their ragular luncheon meeting Monday noon
ot the Warm Friend Tavern said.
.

"One of the fundamental urges or
man is to feel that there is a place
for him in the world, and that ha
can contributeto the good of the
world. The youth today feels that

‘

he has no place, that ‘no one loves
him,’ and his spirit is broken.”
He went on to say that in the
olden days life wu simple; people
lived within their means, and a
Deer can travel 45 miles an hour youth could look forward to a natural life. “Today we are Influenced
for short distances.
by the movies and by the radio to
live a complex life, and to have
• • •
great desires for luxuries. I don’t
automatically asked to see the
Ralph Schcpere,R. R. 6. Hold Prayer While Scarlet say that these things are wrong,
“Proclamation”
catch and licenses.
but we should learn to live withm
Fever Locks Them
The Ferrellshad the catch all
"Crossing Ye Arctic Circle”
our means. Our youths want jobs,
right — 37 bluegillsof which 12
"Go all ye Sea Deities, great and
JOY!
JOY!
JOY!
and there are no jobs. They want
were undersize — but not the li- small, ye Whales and ye Sea AniAlmost the entire Emersonian security, and there is no security.
censes. Each paid $16.85 in courts, mals, Crustaceans, Holothurians,
Soon would be coming that homecomingboy!
fraternity,one of the men’s soone on the charge of possessing Mariners and Fisher Captains,
On ihe morning of Nov. 11th, 1918, I »et out from my country cieties at Hope college, is in iso- They, want to get married, aa a
natural course, and have neither
undersized Ash and the other for Mermaids and Mermen.
home to sell white beanH from house to house in Holland as 1 had been lation this week in toe fraternity
job# nor security.”He mentioned
Ashing without a license.
doing for severaldays before.
Greeting!
house at 12th St. and Columbia that it is often at thia point that
Land lubber and Minion of the
The farmers had been called to the Filmore Townhouse and told Ave., as a result of the discovery the youth launches himself upon a
Princes of Terra Firma, hath this
how many Liberty Bonds they must buy; my share had been eet all of a case of scarlet fever at the life of crime Co get enough money
WIFE OF HOLLAND POLICE Day presented Himself before Us $100, and as I had bought a $50 Bond a short while before, cash waj» society’s residence. Saturday will to get married on,
in Court, assembled on board ye
l>e the earliesttime that the 38
scarce.
COMMISSIONER PASSES
Mr. Haitema continued, "We
good ship Franconia in latitude 66'
Fortunately I had raised 47 bushels of the finest beans (no hand- studentscan possiblybe freed, ac- want to live a naturallife, but we
AWAY
32' and longitude 3° 35' and, picking necessary); but the stores had bought their supply, so the cording to Dr. William M. Tappan, should base it on fundamental
whereas it hath pleased us to give
city health officer.
only way to torn mine into cash was peddling them, which I did.
truths. We should get over the idea
Private funeral servicesare be- him Audience and Welcome to our
Dr. Tappan ordered the quaran- that all truth is relative. We should
On that morning I met a farmer coming from town in a top-buging held today, Thursday, for Mrs. Domain, and whereas, this Mortal
gy with a spirited horse, dragging behind on a rope was an old wash- tine last Saturday when he found have certain ideas and principles
Cornelius Steketee,aged 52, at the appeareth favorable in Our Sight,
boiler, making an awful racket as it bounced along and making his that John De Vries, 18, Fenton, III., that stand regardlessof what haphome, 146 W. 18th Street, with Dr. now, be it known and remembered horse almost unmanageable, which was typical of the noise and aban- sophomore, had scarletfever. De
pens to us or around us. When I
John R. Mulder of the Western that it doth please us to grant this don of that long-to-be-rememberedday.
Vries has been removed to Zeeland. was young if a couple didn’t live
TheologicalSeminary officiating. Mortal admissioninto ye Most
Dr. Tappan visits the fraternity together, it was a subject for
When I reached town and started canvassing,there was not a
The rites at Trinity Church are in Noble Fellowship of ye High Seas. family at home, with no business. I went down town where a tremen- house at intervals and calls the
neighborhood gossip, but today dicharge of the pastor, Rev. Henry
Henceforth to go Honored and
dous racket was going on. An endless processionwas coming around roll, just to be sure that some of vorces are an everyday occurrence.
D. Terkeurst, assisted by Rev. Assisted by all our subjects for- the corner of 8th SL and River Ave. with every kind of noise making the students have not left the prem- Some men take a new model wife
Clarence Dame of Grand Rapids, a ever more.
implement in use. Some young men in immaculate white nants (only ises. Passers-by have been amused every year. The youths see these
former pastor of Trinity.
Done under my Fin and Seal this
they had not been careful where they sat down) tried to help the traf- all week at the signs hanging from things, and they question whether
Mrs. Steketee passed away Mon- 12th day of July, 1938.
fic officer direct the procession,but differed from the officers...Mr. the society’s residence: “Open morality is a good thing. Youths
NeptunusRex.
day afternoon at Holland hospital
Stephan walked down from N. River Ave. and watched with satisfac- House— Welcome, Girls”;“In Iso question the proverb, ‘Honesty is
after being subjected to a thyroid Cruise Director.
tion a Holland Furniture van shovel out scraps of paper. A load of lation”: and “Grand Opening Sat- the best policy.’ When asked, ‘How
operation.She is a mu«h beloved
So the ship passed that imagHope College S.A.T.C.boys (my nephew among them) came along on urday.”
do public officialsget their jobe?’
woman, and has many friends in inary line which bounds the south- a dray. They were the only World War soldiers in the parade.
When the city health officer’s the youth is likely to answer.
this citv. She was a devout mem- ern part of the Arctic zone. We all
The Kaiser toured the streets of Holland that day on a Holland order was made known to the col- •They get their positionsby pull
ber of Trinitychurch, active in the suddenly realized that we had
Inter urban freight car; he was not a very pleasant sight to behold. lege men Saturday, many of them and bribery.’
Indies’ Bible Class, as well as in entered the Frigid or Arctic Ocean. We could not help but see John Vandersluisin the parade,hating the had to use the telephone to cancel
“Whose problem is this? Has
the Ladies’ Aid Society.
To many of us it was our Arst noise, but happy because everybody’sheart was singing— and he loves “dates” for Saturday night and to the school failed? No. The pool
Mrs. Steketee was bom in The experience,as we were welcomed to be in a musical crowd.
arrange with their part-time em- room, the beer garden and the
Netherlands, but came here with shortly to the Land of the MidAnd there was the episode of the Mayor of Holland catching a ployers to be excused from work church, along with many other inher parents when she was but night Sun. Our memoriesof it will Tartar, when he knocked off the hat of a bystander,who did not doff this week.
stitutions, are educationalinfluencseven years of age. She was the always be as bright as its nights. it as the flag went by or the National Anthem was played.
Seven of the Isolatedstudents es in the life of a youth as well aa
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Louis On July 14 we Anally reached HamWell, the events of that day are alreadygrowing dim, seen through are staying at a privatehome, but the school. The education of the
Van Huis.
merfest, Norway, the world’s most
dust, smoke, scraps of paper, and the haze of years. The Legionnaire# the other 81 are enjoying their youth I# a community job." In
Interment will take place in the northemlycity, to explore and to
and V.F.W. boys are 20 years on their way to the fate that is now week’s vacation at the fraternity conclusion he said, "Let's cooperate
house. According to the students, by buildingfor our youth a world
family plot in Pilgrim Home cem- shop. It is a maritime town — a
threateningthe G.A.R.
etery. The pallbearers are Ave treeless and barren spot. There are
I was glad to get home on that day to a dinner of potatoes, beans they hold regular dally prayer that’s worth living in. A society
nephews and one grandson. They about 3,000 inhabitantshere. It is (no meat), mush and molasses (no sugar) and bread that was almost meetings at 11 a. m., to conform that is founded on the oid-fashionwith the schedule at Hope college, od fundamental truths.”
are: Comic Steketee, Donald Van a Ashing center and carries on a
impossibleto slice or chew.
where Prayer Week is being ob- ’ Prof. Seymour Sweta of Calvin
Huis, Martin, John Harold, Mel- very lively trade. The waters very'
seldom freeze over, partly due to
served.
college provided the music for the
vin. and Vernon Vande Water.
We older folks were in, too
program.Ho sang “The TrumpeFriends were privilegedto pay its heavy salt content. Most all of
To sacrifice and do our stunt;
BROTHER OF PROF. ARNOLD ter’1 and “The Two Grenadiers.”As
their respectsat the home, where our cod liver oil comes from here.
To work and worry— carry through
Mrs. Steketee lay in state, and The polar seas are Ailed with cod
MULDER PASSES AWAY iN an encore he sang “The Builder.”
The tasks of those called to the Front;
He was accompanied on the piano
floral tributes were many and Ash, besidesmany other kinds. We
To sow, and sew and so
GRAND RAPIDS
by William A. Struck, a Calvin
beautiful, indicative of the esteem saw acres and acres of land and
To help to beat the foe.
student Dr. Holland Shackson,
in which she was held. The fun- rocks covered with spread-out-like
Rev. Henry Mulder died suddenly
professor of speech at Hope coleral arrangements were in charge wings, all salted Ash that are laid
and unexpectedly at his home, 635
out to dry. Then again salted and
lege, was a guest at the meeting.
of Dykstra’s Funeral Home.
Union Avenue, Grand Rapids, at
Howard Fant to Have
She is survived by the husband, dried Ash piled into stacks 6x8x12 ZEELAND CAGERS
the age of 58 years. He was presTO-START PRACTICE
Cornelius Steketee,former sheriff or more feet in dimensions. Again
Judge Fred T. Miles placed
EARLY NEXT WEEK
Own Law Office ident of the Christian Reformed Claude
and now a member of the board of Ash hanging on racks as far as one
Van Dyken, 17, of Holland
Church
Board
of
Mission, and a
noliee and Are commissioners; can see. Nowhere else can so many
Zeeland
high
school basketball
former
pastor of Burton Heights on three years1 probation Saturday
Mrs. John Woldring and Mrs. Jack Ash be seen at one time — much like squad will be called for practice
when ho was convicted in circuit
Howard Fant, Grand Haven city ChristianReformed church.
Marcus of Holland,and Miss Grace hay stacks. Then to see all the next Monday. Coach Kleis will have attorney,who has been associated Dr. Harmon C. Wolfe, coroner court in Grand Haven of illegally
Ashing
boats
and
tackle
and
nets
Steketee, nurse at Holland hospito build his team around four vet- with Leo C. Lillie in his law office of Kent County, was hastily called taking an automobileowneu by
tal; Ave sdns, Cornelius, Jr.. Louis, is amazing. I thought I had seen erans, Schortenboer,Van Kley, Van since he graduated from the Uni- when Rev. Mulder became stricken, Henry Streurr of Holland. Van
Leonard and Simon, of Holland, big, yes, very large nets at the Sea Eden and Richard Barr. The second versity of Michigan law school sev- and it was found that he could not Dyken drove the car to Saugatuck,
and Fred A. of Grand Haven: 13 of Galileein Palestine, where they team of last year has much prom- eral years ago, has severed his con- be revived. Even the emergency but stated in court that he intendgrandchildren;a sister, Mrs. Bert catch many, many fish, but the fish ising material and the present in- nection with the Lillie office and crew of the city with a pulmotor ed to return it. He subsequently
Vande Water, and a brother, John are similar to our Lake Michigan dicationsare for a very favorable will establisha law office of his was hastened to the home, but all wrecked the automobile.He is to
perch, while here practically all are
L. Van Huis, both of Holland.
pay $100 damage and costs of $20.
resuscitation was unavailing.
own.
over two feet long. The nets are season this year.
— 0
o
He came to Grand Rapids from
The scheduleis as follows:
Mr.
Fant
opened his new office
like
ropes,
almost
one-half
inch
Fire, doing damage to the exThe county winter tax rate will
Dec.
2, Caledonia, here; Dec. 9, on Monday in quarters over the Lafayette, Indiana, 17 years ago,
tent of nearly $1,000, visited the thick, the bobbers of cork about 6 at Holland; Dec. 16, open; Dec. 21,
and retiredfrom the ministry to remain the same as last winter,
home of Marinus Westrate, 88 E. to 12 inches thick and long. The Allegan, here; Jan. 6, at Coopers- Oakes office at 222 ^ Washington take up mission work 5 years ago. $5.01 per $1,000 assessment, acstreet,
which
has
been
converted
16th Street. The Are startedin the nets of Tiberus lake are playthings ville; Jan. 13, at Hudsonville;Jan.
cording to an announcementfrom
into a comfortablesuite and attrac- He was instrumental in organizthe office of City Assessor Peter
basement and worked up between alongsideof these Hammerfest 20, Otsego, here; Jan. 21, at East
ing
new
Christian
Reformed
tively decoratedand furnished.Mr.
the partitionsinto the attic. Mr. nets. It seems to be the duty of the Grand Rapids; Jan. 27, at GrandH. Van Ark. Notices will be disFant is the youngest attorney in churches whereverthere was need
women
to
take
the
livers
out
of
the
and Mrs. Earl Van Dorp, who live
ville; Feb. 3, Coopersville,here; Grand Haven, a native son, who for one, and in doing this work he tributed Dec. 5.
codfish
and
to
salt
and
dry
the
rest
on the second Aoor, noticed the Are
traveled extensively. Henry MulFeb. 7, at Otsego; Feb. 10, Wyomand reported it through the Tele- of the fish, so thev have a real job ing Park, here; Feb. 17, at Alle- has made strides in his profession der was born two miles south of
The following is a list of persince
he
located
there.
He
recently
phone Co. to the police department. and the men do the catching.
Zeeland to Mr. and Mrs. Bouke sons fined in Holland for traffic
gan;
Feb.
21,
at
Wyoming
Park;
made
a
splendid
run
in
the
priMany kinds of furs are plentiful
They rushed the police car to the
violations, according to Police
Feb. 24, Hudsonvjlle,here.
mary election for prosecuting at- Mulder. The father lived to the Chief Frank Van Ry: Frank Hehouse and turned in the alarm. The here and those of the fox and polar
ripe old age of 89.
torney. He is one of the leaders
bear predominate.The natives dress
A remen were on the job two hours
Dr. Arnold Mulder from the fac- uritt, Bernard Knoll, Paul Brousocial and pot-luck supner in the Young Republican club of
after midnightbefore the Aames very heavily and warm and prettier
was enjoyed Friday
Fridat
evening in that city. He is the son of William ulty of Kalamazoo college, former wer, Gilbert Zuverink, Marvin Van
fur
coats
I
have
never
seen
than
were subdued. The interior of the
Laketown hall as members of the Fant, owner of the Holland Monu- editor of the Holland Evening Sen- Dyke, Harold Veneklasen, Herbert
Coster, Russell Nyland, C. Brewer,
house was badly damaged, largely they are wearing here, especially Laketown Gun club and their
tinel, is a brother.
ment Works.
the women.
conAned to the upper story.
Surviving are the widow, Mrs. John Oonk, speeding,each $5, exwives,
neighbors
and
friends
gathThe Meridian Column, Europe’s
o
Swaney Mulder; a daughter, Jean- cept Zuverink who paid a $14 fine;
ered for a meal and entertainment.
There will be a rummage sale of most northernly point from where
Horse
in High School;
ne of Grand Rapids; three sons, Ina Lordahl, no operator’slicense,
Old-time
music
was
played
by
Ben
the VFW Auxiliary in t h e Red all surveys are calculated, is located Alferink, “Frenchy” Boudreau,
Bovd of Chicago,Gerard W. of Ann $3; Frank Sinke, and Herman WeaCross rooms in the city hall Sat- here. It is a granite shaft about Preston Bos, Grad Geurink and Two Fires, Not So Funny Arbor and Stanley of Grand Rap- ver, failing to stop for stop street,
12
feet
high
and
crowned
with
a
urday, Nov. 19 at 9 o’clock.
ids, and five brothers and four sis- $3; Herman Stoel, passing car on
globe, marking the northern limit Clarence Elders. “The Ten Comright, $5; H. Hollemin,parking
Hallowe’en
brought
with
it the ters. The brothers are Beniamin
mandments
of
Neighborliness’’
was
of a great geoaetic survey made by
usual amount of window soaping,
Lester of Zeeland, Rey. lames too near fire hydrant, $3; John
presented
by
Mrs.
Edwin
Fuder.
a group of Norwegian, Swedish and
Mulder of New Brunswick, N. J., Looman, embracing while driving
Russian geometers between the “Applyingfor a Drivers’License” doorbellringing and gala celebra- **
car, $5; Gerald Borgman, failure
tion — but in Allegan three events Lawrence of North Blendon, Mich.,
was
the
title
of
a
comedy
in
which
years 1816 and 1852. It is a very
and
Arnold
of
Kalamazoo.
The
sis- to give right of way to pedestrians,
gained
greatest
recognition,
says
interestingplace to visit and be- actors were Clarence Elders, Mrs.
ters are Mrs. Dena Romeyn of Hol- $10.
sides is located on a beautifulcliff John C. Knoll and Mrs. Lester the Allegan News.
The horse in the high school lywood, Calif., Mrs. John Boyink
drive. Religion is Lutheran and Knoll. Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce
“The Country Kitchen" by Della
of Grand Haven, Mrs. Louis Boonsome Catholic. They have a very sang a duet. Mrs. Boyce, Mrs. H. building brought many a laugh and stra of Zeeland and Mrs. John Pin- Lutes was reviewed by Mrs. W. J.
a
job
for
the
janitors.
Despite
Alderink,
Mrs.
T
Alderink,
Mrs.
good harbor and I saw ships from
pel of Coopersvile.There are also Olive Monday evening at a meetmany parts of the world anchored G. Knoll, Mrs. Fuder and Mrs. many rumors that it was taken all
severalcousins living in Holland. ing of the League for Service of
the
way
to
the
top
Aoor,
janitors
Bauhahn
were
members
of
a
kitor docked here but mostly they
Funeral services are being held Sixth Reformedchurch. At the buswere from the continentof Europe. chen band which played several reported to E. B. Killian, superinat
the Sherman Street Christian iness meeting, Miss Geneva Strong,
tendent,
that
the
animal
was
found
There is a balanced budget here numbers on kitchen implements.
Reformed church this Thursday af- League president,presided. Miss
and everybody works. The people Miss Irene Bauhahn read “Clarence roaming in the vicinity of the man- ternoon at 2 p. m. Private services Strong and Miss CorneliaVan
as a class are very industriousand Mulder’s Hallowe’en Party.” Mrs. ual training room on the first Aoor.
Voorst were in charge of arrangeNot very funny were two fires in were held at the residenceat 1:15
happy to all appearances. Homes Harold Alderink was in charge of
ments for the program.
p. m.
the
adjacent
countryside.
One
of
plans
for
the
social.
are well kept and it is not such a
0
0
0
these
involved
a
vacant
house
near
bad place to live, especially in the
An Armistice Day program will
Mrs.
W.
A.
Worthington
of
the
the
State
Highway
garage
east
of
City Clerk Oscar Peterson resummer time and while the sun
Kentuckymission at Annville has be presented at the annual fall
shines. They also have the mid- ceived an application from Ben Allegan, known as the Mitchell
been spendingtwo weeks* at the guest day meeting of the Elizabeth
night sun from May 13 to Julv 23, Speet of 131 West 27th St. to build house, which was destroyed by fire.
Schuyler Hamilton chapter of the
when the sun shines the whole 24 a garage to cost $310, last Friday. The second fire involveda haystack home of her sister, Mrs. S. C. Net- Daughters of the AmericanRevoluowned
by Frank Watson near Hud- tinga, West Eleventh St. Mrs. Wor0
hours of the day.
tion at 3 p. m. Thursday in the
Mrs. James Wayer spoke before son comers. Sheriff’s officers were thington was a guest at the dinner
(To be continued)
home of Mrs. C. H. McBride, 280
of
the
Women’s
Mission
Auxiliary.
investigating
the
two
apparent
o
a mothers’ and daughters’meeting
College Ave. Mae Howley Barry’s
0
arsons.
in Ninth Reformed church, Grand
HUDSONVILLEPTA WILL
After attending a state librari- neace play, “A Prayer For Our
HOLD PANCAKE SUPPER Rapids, last Friday evening.
ans’ convention at Lansing, Miss Sons” will be presented under the
ZEELAND PLACES PAVING
— ..... 0
BONDS WITH BANK THERE Dora Schermer, Holland librarian, direction of Mrs. E. C. Brooks. The
The Hudaonvillehigh school PTHope collegetrio will sing several
recently returned here.
A is sponsoring a pancake supper
selections.Mrs. John Bosman, Mrs0
After spending a week visiting
The Zeeland city council Monday
Wednesday evening. There also
I wish to express my thanks
her father, Peter Elenbaas, and evening approved placing the $14,Mr. and Mrs. Morrow Smith of Otto P. Kramer, Miss Martha Sherwill be a band concert and miscel000
special
paving
assessment Northampton,Mass., were injured wood and Miss Laura Boyd are
other
relative#
here,
Mrs.
Bert
laneous program.
members of the hostesscommittee.
to the voters of Ottawa Coun*
The South-East Ottawa Teachers Hartgerink of Manistee has return bonds with the Zeeland State bank. Monday afternoon in an auto acci0
ed
to
her
home,
accompanied
by
Peter
Brill,
local
.contractor,
was
dent
on
M-40
near
Fillmore
while
associationwill meet at the same
Damage of between $300 and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Baron
and
son,
named
subcontractor
for
the
laythey
were
coming
to
visit
Mr.
and
ty for the endorsement given time. Edward Wexeman, principal
ing of the Diesel engine foundation Mrs. Sears McLean at Castle Park. $400 resulted about 1:00 A. M.
of the HudsonyilleChristianschool, Phil.
Among those at the Inspiration- at the local power plant, which will Mr. Smith was releasedfrom Hol- Tuesday when fire started on the
will
speak
on
"Visual
Aids
on
Our
me to represent them in the
al Conferenceof the Particular have a generator. The project is land hospital after examination second floor of the home of Mr.
Curriculum.’’
Synod of Chicago at Waupun, Wis., sponsored by PWA.
Monday night. Mrs. Smith is still and Mrs. Albert Been at 178 East
State Legislating for a second
Tuesday and Wednesday were the
The council approved general confinedto the hospital with more Seventh St. The Are started in a
SAUGATUCK TREASURER
Fire Chief Cornelius Blotn Jr.,
HAS GOOD COLLECTION Rev. R. J. Vander Berg and John claims against the city of $3,959.- serious injuries Including lacera- bed,
48; light, $1,464.09 and water, tions on the head, a cut on the left said. Firemen fought the blase alterm.
Haan.
Funeral services for Mrs. Ger- $974.17. The Pittsburgh laborator- leg and general bruises. Demity most an hour.
Miss Laura Schuman,Saugatuck.

Armtattrc ©ay— 1918
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Up

Choice Fleeces from 3 Animals
The

Alpaca, the Angora and the Lamb, merge their

choice fleeces into a fabric of silky smoothness. For
comfort and durability

it’s a

world beater.

Warmth Without Weight

Real

Alpaca fleece,chief component of Alpagora in

its natural state affords protectionin temperatures varying
as much as 100 degrees in a single 24-hour period. Such
desirablepropertiesare imparted to Alpagora plus advanced features of fit and finish.

The 1939

styles are ready.

Topcoats $25.00
Overcoats 32.50

39

Phone 3237

East 8th St.

Ho'lan

lYB?/TET9Cf

FEiLIV^
Cut Rate Drugs
H

Holland's Busiest Drug Store

Corner River and Eighth

Holland, Mich.

SATURDAY

SALE NOW ON THRU
75c Doan’s Kidney

44C
I9C
*9c
18c
68c
49c

Pills

Pint Russian Mineral Oil

50c Midol Tablets
30c Edwards Olive Tablets
$1.00CremlHair Tonic
75c Anacin Tablets

ANY

SIZE ROLL FILM
Developed and Printed

.

25c

.

Extra Prints 3c each
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ZEELAND

HE DEEPLY APPRECIATES
It is with

a

feeling of thankfalnesa to the voters of

County that I greet you. You have been most
didacy and in

m

Ottawa

loyal to ray can-

doing, I feel you have endorsed ray work in the

county derk’s office,which is in ray charge- I wish especially
to thank the voters of Holland and lower Ottawa for the continued support of

do

all

in

ne

my power

for this office. I will assure you that I

wiU

to continue to merit yottr confidence.

Nelson A. Miles

William Wilds,

‘
•w;

£ffr

State Representative.

County Clerk

-

-

-

-

-

:

—

village, treasurer,has just settled rit B. Dalman, 67, will be held ies of Pittsburgh,Pa., were award- Sheriff Henry Timmermanof FillMiss Ruth Albers, who will bewith .the county treasurer.She col- Friday at 12:30 p. m. from the ed a contract as the officialtest more investigated and reported
lected 8S per cent of the tax roll home and at 2 p. m. at the Lange- laboratoriesfor the concrete base that the Smith car cut in too quick- come the bride of John Plasman,
The amount of the roll was $14,- land Funeral home. Zeeland. The on the Diesel project
ly when passing a Federal Baking
Rev. John G. Van Dyke, castor of
Co. truck driven by Adrien Veele,
•
..... -o
Edwin Aalberts’
and . 6B who lives east of Holland. Both
First Christian Reformed church,
daughter, Mamie. The
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Grand Haven, and the Rev. Peter classes visited the Netherlands the truck and the automobile turnWest llto
of Wyoming taber- museum Monday afternoonand ed over. -Mr. Smith had given a played games, and prizes
John Layden of 262'
262^08$
11th Su,
St., Ypma, pastor of
Sunday morning in Holland hos- nacle, Wyoming park, will officUte saw the Africa and Dutch colonial speech before members of the Bat- awarded to the winnera.
possessionsprogram.
course luncheon »**
tle Creek Rotary Club.
pital.
at the two services.

254.40.

-
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THE
Japan’s Real Problem

HOUAHP

HEWS

CITY

ing pushed into the background by
the new “Americanism"that looks
to governmentto do for the indi{Detroit Free Preen)
vidual what he could and should do
e e e
for himself.
They are specimens of a noble
“typical" American family
but vanishing race which may soon
from Indiana is spending a week
be found only in museums of
in New York as guests of the
natural history.
National Institute for Straight
Thinking.

opinions and euatomi dominate us sins and to help us to ha what God whether it ha our own or that of
to a very larga extent. This social wants ua to be, but could not be another.This commandment is violated when life ia needlessly or
The capture of Canton and Hanorder puts our prosperity, our com- without divine help. When we think
carelesslyshortened. Its violation
kow puts Japan in control of the
fort, our very life in the hands of what some jjersona have become is evident when in hate we lift the
last of China's great industrial cenothers to no small. degree. In the and have made out of themselves, hand and slay another, or when wo
ters and commercial arteries.
The Japanese army and navy
moral sphere we are limited. An when they might have thrown their help to plan the murder of another,
now dominate the China coast from
individual in a mercantileestablish- lives away, wa cannot help feel- even wnen we ourselves do not
Tientsinin the north to Canton in
ment may for a while deceive his ing that life has in it tremendousdo not commit the act or when we
the south. They hold all of China's
employer, but belonging to a civil possibilities.If we do not believe treasure enmity in tbs heart or
important railways and the Grand
jrder he ia bound hand and foot to that it is not likely that we shall when we fall into habits that shorThe family consists of Glen Craig
Canal. The possesion of Shanghai and his wife snd their two young
certain inevitable penal consequenc- ever make much out of ourselves. ten our days or when we wage unand Hankow enables them to con- children, a boy and a girl.
es. So our whole life is set in and When we think highly of human just wars.
trol the trade of the rich and popubelongs to a divine moral order. We life we will respect it, whether
Craig is of Scotch-Irishextraclous Yangtze Valley.
can tell a lie or use foul language our own or another's.
Cow Breathes Bushels si Air
tion, 84 years old, was born in AlaWhile contact with the Soviet
if we choose, but we cannot keep
Life is important because of
Every hour s thousand-poundcow
bama
and
is now employedin the
Union in the north and with Burma
that foul language from defiling our what we may become. We came
e e e
water works at Muncie at $125 a
breathes In snd out about 2,100
and Indo-China in the southwest is
nature or thatjalaehood from de- into the world hqlplesscreatures.
November 18, 1988.
month. He does not gamble nor
still possible, these overland routes
ceiving our own spirit We can be There seemed to be only a spark bushels or 8.000 cubic feet of sir.
drink but smokes cigarets.
eta. He
£ owns
ilov and inadequate.
are slow
hard and selfish snd covetous but of life; and yet we grow to be- This air weighs about 270 pounds.
The Sacredness of Human Lifea small car. He does not belong
Obviously Japan is in a position
that lust for worldly posseuions come strong, with keen sight and
Exodus 20:13; Matthew 5:21-26.
will narrow our own life and our hearing, and mental powers that
to bring great pressure on the to a lodge. He has no other ambftions than to provide for his famown soul We axe not our own. We have been able to change the face LAAAAi
fugitive Chinese Government
Henry Geerlings
ily. Unable himself to go beyond
belong to a divine moral order. But of the earth.
through interferencewith China’s
grammar
school
he
wants
his
chilMICHIGAN IS SIXTH
trade and revenues.
over and above this we belong to
Life is sacred becauseIt can pour
BRIDES:—
dren to go to college and has pura great redemptive order. We be- out so much love and goodness
IN WILDFOWL HUNTERS
This does not necessarymean the
chased insurance policies to provide
This
is a very short command- long to Christ because He has reend of its undeclaredwar on China,
ment. It has but four words in it, deemed us. The greatnssof the love into the world. There is almost no By arrangement with a New York
Michigan was in sixth place in as Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek the necessary funds.
end to what good one person can
Speaking only when called upon yet how important they all are.
sales of 1937 duck hunting stamps. is still at large and his armies unis measured by the greatnessof the
by her husband Mrs. Craig states Life is a sacred thing and is not price paid: and the greatnessof the accomplishhere if he sincerely Men we are aMe to take charge ef
PROBLEM ELSEWHERE
Minnesota topped all states with destroyed.
tries. There are powers in these
that she neitherdrinks nor smokes, to be lightly regarded. Perhaps
265,667, Wisconsin second with 186.price .paid
defies all word**
_____
---------and frail bodies of ours that Imow no ail details,frem eutfitting the Wide
Will Japan be content with its
when
the
“shows
are
good”
she
most of us think too lightly of it transcends all thought. When we
705, Illinois third with 183.608. conqueststo date or will it continue
limit.
These power
powers,
---------. as well as the
If Michigan ia to profit by the
Californiafourth with 169,969and its pursuit of the elusive Chinese goes to the movies once or twice a We mistreat it or abuse it or needto realise we are overwhelmed bodies they inhabit, cannot be ex to arranging the tablea. Call Bride's
week, and likes a game of euchre, lessly expose it to danger. It ia the
experience of other states, notably Texas fifth with 149,412. The Michh
the
mysteiw
and
we
veil
our
leader further into the interior?
plained unless we believe that God
although neither she nor her hus- highest and the most sacred thing
Pennsylvania and New York, we igan sale was 128,514.
— 68 in awe. The devotion of i made them. They are so much like Service.
Whatever it does it is likely to band plays bridge.
God
created.
It
has
the
closest
friend risking his life to save an Him.
will And that a eeason or two on
find that its real task is only begun.
The Craigs go to church “occa- possible resemblanse to Himself. other life;
— . the
— bravery
------ , —
of the
.he capca
ROSE CLOAK STORK
Capturing a few strategic cities sionally” and pay their debts as the
It is interestingto note what
aatlerleu deer regardleesof sex as STOCK EAT WEEDS;
We
cannot do as we like with our- tain and the crew sinking calmly
may turn out to have been child’s bills are presented.
light Christ threw on this comwell as antlered hacks, will place
selves.
In
the
physical
sphere
we
MANY ARE DEAD play compared to pacifying 450,snd resolutely Into their watery
the herds tinder humane control
And still they are surprised at are limited. We may be able to de- grave while one weak woman or mandment by Hia teaching. He put VfvvvWvvvvv VVtvvVVtVvVt
000,000people who feel that Japan the “fuss” that is being made over
a spiritualmessage into it and
and ha no war endanger the future
termine our own actions, but we one feeble child is left in peril—
taught Hia followershow to interbreeding stock. Both of these comSeveral valuablehorses of Fenn- has grievouslvwronged them, who them ever since statisticians selectcannot determine their results. We these have the highestvalue as ex
CHINKER CHEK
pret and apply it Under His touch
munities have been forced to allow ville recently died of forage poison- out-number the Japanese seven to ed them as a “typical”American
the command ceased to be a cold
the killing of does for the animals ing. 'Dr. George Menold, local veter- one, and who have a country to family!
can resist. In the social sphere we devotion.
The new Chinese Checker MarBut how —
little,
after all, statement of law and become a liv- ------la, aft
over- ran the highways and farms inarian, has been unable to service maneuver in that is 15 times the
They insist that they are “just are limited. Like Robinson Crusoe, doe* any
such sacrifice help us to ing body of eternal truth.
ble game that is creating such a
and soccnmbedto winter starvation all of his calls and assistancehas size of the Japanese archipelago. ordinary Americans.’’
we may regard oureelvesas on an realize the magnitude of the
The ---Bibe considers human life sensation is here. A game for all
in areas where there was a heavy been had from neighboring towns.
Thev seem to miss the point.
island and say that we are our own sacrifice. It is the infinity of the
concentration.
sacred.It never thinks of it in any *8*8. Get it for your next party.
Dr. Menold reports a wide spread
While
there still are thousands and do as we like, but that is manFirst Gold From Appalachians
price paid for our redemption that other fashion. It has its origin in
Undoubtedlytoday the situation of wild white clover whieh poisons
of families in this country as “typi- ifestly limited by the complex soWill loan as many as you want
is its essential characteristic.
The God and beam His image. He. Prices— 75c-$2.50.
The flrit gold mined In the United
in Michigan is worse than it was in animals almost immediately after
cally” American as they are, their cial order of this twentiethcentury.
Son
of
God
came
from
heaven
to
State! came from the Appalachian!. type of Americanismis steadily betherefore,forbids the wilful and Mrs. J. Engelsman, 25 E. 22nd St.
the two Eastern States. It would eating.
Societyowns a good part of us. Its earth in order to save us from our
wanton taking of human life.
Phone 4589.
be far better to allow legalized kill-

ing of does and fawns and utilise
the meat rather than let the animals
die of slow starvation and their
carcasses left to rot.
Our deer herds are estimated to
number between 750,000and 1,000,000 animals. Hunters killed 51,200
bucks last year and 10,000 does and
fawna died of starvation. Each
year under the one-buck law the
proportion of does increase and
the bucks being polygamous means
a tremendous increase in the next
ear’s stock. We have about 20,000,000 acres of summer range in
the deer country which is sufficient
to support what deer we now have,
but when they are forced to concentrate on appraximately 2,000,000
of winter yanis they face trouble
on a range ao restricted that food
soon disappears.

TELEPHONES, OLD AND

Vanishing Americans

eve

A

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

NEW

HARVEST
FESTIVAL

«
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A BUMPER CR0P OF
Shown here are some of the first telephone brought to Michigan, in
telephonesused in Michigan,
Between them is one of the
others depictingthe gradual devel- first two telephonestaken to
Grand Rapids, in 1877. Center and
opment of the telephone,and the right, botom, are the modern hand
modern instruments in use today. and upright or “desk” telephones.
At the top, left, is a model of The others are types that were
Bell's first telephone and at the used in this state in the early

VALUES

\

top, right, is the first crude box days.

Holland Has

Activities of the company were
confined, until the summer of
4,800 Telephones in
1878, to the constructionof priThis Exchange vate telephone lines rather than
exchanges. The two or three teleTelephone people here and phones on one line could not be
throughoutMichigan are joining connected with those on another.
in an informal observance of the Single iron wires that extended
60th anniversary of the founding over the roofs, or were attached
of the state’s first telephone direc- to trees, were used. Messenger
tory, both of which occurred in boys were employed as operators,
Detroit in the early fall of 1878. but in 1880 were replaced by girls
Sixty years ago there were less because of the latter’s greater
than 100 telephones in the state, ‘ patience and general adaptabilall of them in Detroit;there were ity." And the first telephone direconly a Um hundred in the entire tories contained no numbers,calls
world, all of them in this country, being placed by the names of the
. Today, there are almost 4300
in the Holland exchange alone,

HARVEST TIME
Now

k

STOCK-UP TIME

at all these stores

- - HOLLAND. MICHIGAN -

called parties.

Subscriberson one line began to
Michigan today isi served bj
by three ask for connectionswith those on
Quarters of a million telephones,other lines, and the idea of an exof which the Michigan Bell Tele- change was born. In the summer
phone company operates 660,000 of 1878, a canvass was made for
in 262 towns and cities. The lines customers for exchange service,
of the Michigan Bell and of the and a small switchboard was inBell System make available to stalled in a basement room. There
every local telephone,connections were 73 subscribers,only 53 of
with 86,000,000others in 70 whom had their lines connected
countries.
with the central office.
Here, as at Detroit, the first
The Telenhone
Telegraph
telephones were thought of, per- Constructioncompany itself,or Dy
haps, much as were the first crude sub-licensing local
d people, also
als was
- -sets of 20 years ago — an instrumental in establishing exinterestingexperiment Therefore, changes at other points in the
at first, telephone servicewas not state. Then came a natural demuch in demand and it was some mand for inter-cityconnections,
time before many names were and the state’s first long distance
added to the lists of the venture- line was built from Detroitto Port
some first few subscribers.Among Huron, in 1881. At the time it was
those, listed in the 1938 telephone the longest long distance line in
directory here possibly are some the world. Long distance lines
few of those connected with the connecting other points followed

IS

L
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LARGE SIZE

21c
REGULAR SIZE

2

for

19c

Jobbers Outlet Store

Westing & Warner

Peoples Market

Steffens Bros.

Holland Food Center

J.

Jacob H. De Free

H. P. Kleis

Hulst & Son

'

local

exchange upon

- ZEELAND, MICHIGAN

its establish- rapidly.

-

ment.

That, briefly, was the beginning
were of the development of the state’s
brought to Michigan in 1877 by telephone system, the 60th anniW. A Jackson, a telegraph oper- veniary of which is being noted
ator. He and associates he had quietly by Michigan telephone men
interested, secured what is said to and women. To them it is an imhave been the first license contract portant event, for they believe
the Bell interestsever made to they are supplying their commuoperate telephone service, and nities, and theirjtate,with a necorganized the Telephone& Tele- essary service, telephone service
graph Construction company, for- of a quality that is unexcelledanybear of the Michigan Bell Co. where in the world.

The

first

telephones

G. J.

Geo. Van
LARGE SIZE

By such authors as PauliHutchens,

Moore Lowry,

Schroeder,

Allison Walburg, Alter

Brown and

Bertha

many

Rinso

book

is

worth its

price in*gold.

T»
Drop

in and look

which

*

Peoples Market

AH

59c
Reg. Ilxe

f

2 for 17c

I.

G. A. Stores

J

All Kroger Stores
31b.

Economy Can

All A.

&

P. Food Stores

51c

•

them over or mail us your orders

will be protnpdy filled.

C

1 LB.,

All Red

CAN

Brink’s Book Store
V

Nykamp Service Market
Home Grocery & Market
Bert Wiersma

GIANT SIZE

For Character forming habits a good

rr

Eenenaam

$I*0#

others selling at

Chas. Telgenhof

Zeeland Super Market

2,or39c
Christian Fiction

Boone & Co.

--

& White Stores

All A. G. Stores

Holland, Michigan
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Bees’

Importance Time

Fbr a long time fruit growers
tho beea did so much better work
times than others was n
quite clear.
„ At Michigan State College, J. C.
Kremer, researchspecialist, has
been getting up early and sitting
up late to watch the oees at work,
arid while he acquits them of the
charge of being sluggards,he discovers that they are more interested in making good honey and
lots of it than In helping the
farmer produce apples and peaches
and melons.
An Interestingdiscovery is that
blossoms of different plants begin
shedding their pollen at different
hours of the day and they shed
more or less pollen according to
weather conditions. Kremer proves
that it is of great importance to
the fruit grower to study the
habits of the bees and to provide
conditions likely to attract them
to the plants desiredto be pollinated. For if the bees do not help
with the distribution of the pollen,
the fruit crop will bring a disproportionate number of specimens
knowns as culls, the little, knotty,
flavorless fruits that can not go to
market because of grading regulations, and are not valued at home
even by the domestic animals.

some

For

A Change

™

Harry Print

No man ii allowed to opera!
ite a
railroad locomotive—
though it
it runs
i
,

on

rails along

a

ty device to prevent accidents—

fitness and ability.

No jnan can fly an airplane—
though its “highway”is the empty
air — without providingabsolute
proof of his competence.
Yet any man can operate an
automobile down crowded streets
and highways, where the margin
between safe passage and a possible serious accident is a matter
of inches, no matter how ill-fitted

Jhjwr Music Houae

Natl Geographic

WATER*

that the goddess was depicted as
holding a polished shield,In the mir-

BEEN KEPT

Follett

INTACT FOR

SR

SCIENTIFIC
ASSOCIATION.

WHO

%

.....

Central Mich. Paper Co.

Vyn

Co .....

...

..................

Holland PrintingCo. ......
Procter A Gamble Co ......

life

American Type Co
SteketeeVanHuis

•46

Metal Office Furniture ..

IS

6fUTIORKHfS
TAIL. HAS A
fUUV 6R0WH
SISTER WHO

H. R. Brink

........

Co.

Freight .............................
Jas. A. Brouwer ...............
J*}* Book Store .............

ly*

.64

88.16

Holland, Michigan

Ear, Nate aad Throat

WANTED

_

LOUIS

Hollaad, Mkk.

PADNOS

all Kinds of Scrap
Material,Old Iron. Radiator*,Old
Battorioo and other Junk. Boot
market price; also feed and sugar
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free tep.
servicegiven on dead or disabled
eenrfee given on dead or disabled

Ml

2.36
1.25
19.00

Bank

_
A. Leenhouts

Spodalist
(Over Model Drag Store)

M

Attomeys-at-Law
Office: Over Holland State

Want* to Boy

i

DYKSTRA

120
117

Ambulance Service

80.90
2.67

Expires Nor. 19

50.00

29 East 9th St
Holland, Michigan

NOTICE OF SALE

86.86
.90
18.69

STATE OF MICHIGAN

....

SMgte:::::
Brink

AUE6EOLY ^ ^
Perfect Physical specimen -
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™
,s

AMERICAN

INDIAN'-

MORE SUSCEPTIBLE To DISEASE
THAN ANY OTHER RACE //

....

N\

srEi

»

Electric

Shoe

Hospital.

^

..

rr

b^EuroltZ

-

rr;\r

Jlmeto
r

^

...

Comr

Hardware

............ 2.54

De Free Hardware ............ 3.88
White Bros. Electric...... 9.76
activities of the season, both con- Sophomore Nykerk Cup contest.
Fris Book Store ................ 12.00
tests attractedmany freshmenas
Dr. Nykerk, the originator of the Holland Super Service .... 11.62
..........
J0
well as upper classmen.
contest, donated the cup. The object Bolhuis Co.
....

...... 1.00
of the contestis to let the fresh- IXL Machine Shop
De Vries A Dornbos ...... 4.70
men and sophomore girls satisfy Gebben A Vanden Berg ... 4.60
their class rivalry in a_ program Model Uundnr
....... 15 A0
consistingof a short play, a musi- P. B. Cast A Sons ............54.39
Supreme Cleaners ............ 4.95
cal number and an oration.
Frank Lievense ................7.17
Miss Marjorie Mulder, chairman, McBride Agencv ..............
.94
presided at the meeting and intro- Detroit Trust Co ........ ... 447A6
...

German Students

Dr.

Reorganize Club
group

of

Wm. De

Kline

....... .

Red Cross Official
Speaks In Chapel

Coun-

Circuit

1.35

Keeping the water bubble Intact has amounted to one of the moat remarkable feata ever accomplished. Bolhuis Co ......................... 8.82
Student helpers ................4 AS
Cook, WashingtonSchool 40.00
;;
m,k'
Oct. Salaries Janitors .. 1,684.50
Board of Public Works .... 198.35
worid.^Evw
Michigan Gas Co .........
4.60
Doctors say that the Jensen case is the only one known to science In whlrh tb< same parenta produced Smith Drug Store ............ .85
Holland Electric Co ......... 4.78
gi. nt and a midget.

Just recentlya

do* to Colds

6.60
2.00 Office Hoara:
80.87 Evening*— vSafcrdaj

...

..............

....... -

Dr.

TenCate

HEADACHES

SaheTNea* Drop*
Try "Rab-My-Ttaa*—
» WooderfulUahaent

&

Mich. School Service
In tho Circuit Court for the
N.Y. Scientific Supply ........
127.75
Expires Nor. 12—13164 >
County of Ottawa.
Standard Grocery ............88.69
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
A. J. Nystrom Co.
16.42
HOLLAND^ STATE BANK OF The Probate Court for the CounJacob Hefner ..........
24.80
HOLLAND,
ty of Ottawa.
Edwal Laboratories
14.93
A Michigan banking corporation, At a sessionof said Court, held
Plaintiff.
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County,'on
ex* Re
*63
LEONARD H. THOMSON and tho 21st day of October, A. D.,
GeJ Sten Co ......................
40
ADELAIDE G. THOMSON
1988.
MJUon Bradley Co ........... 1.57
Defendants.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaIn punuanee ef a decree of the ter, Judge of Probate.
De Free Hardware ............12.15
Van Putten Grocery ........ 63.50 Circuit Court for the County of OtIn the Matter of the Estate of
Superior Sport Store ....... 26.75 tawa, In Chancery, made and enHaUie Klooeter,Deceased.
Du Saar Photo Shop ........ 6.99 tered on the 5th day of October, A.
Isaac Kouw having filed in said
J. Westenbroek
...........6.26 D^ 1988, In the above entitled
Court his final
cause, I, the subscriber, a
liT,,administrationac-

STANDS 5 FlCT-6.

c WHU Same*

Book Co .............
Book Nook
..... ........
Army A Navy Journal
......

/4 YEARS-

HOPE COLLEGE NEWS

Venus did have arms originally,
but they were broken off. The
position they assumed is a matter
of dispute, but the common opinion
Is

WHKH HAS

BUDAPEST

EH6LAHD,

See.

Nsw York Time* .........
A.N.Maraui.Co..........

IN THE LABORATORYOf THE

t

Venus Did Have Arms

7.16
1.68
3.60
2.30
1.01
4.60
7.97

Mc^kirmick Mathers Co.

bubble

A LTHOOIH bmO (Wn
HAS KIH MWMD10 THRU
MOVU ACTORS -SHi HAS
NCVT-R SUH A MOVIE..,

rcusetj

St.

-------

UqaWL Ti
Tablets
„
_

27.71
89.09

Vjf® Co*

Of LIVERPOOL,
obtain "a

198.00

Cross

FBYKR and

6.00

84.79

CLAUDE

driving license. In others not even
a licenseis needed— the most ignorant and incompetent can get behind the wheel and roar away, endangeringeveryone iq| his path.
And in most of those states where
drivers’ licensing systems have been
established, the law is usually inE. J. BACIP3LLER
adequate and prevents only the
D. C, Ph.C.
most obviously incompetentfrom
endangering the public safety.
CHIROPRACTOR
Physical infirmities, bad vision,
Office: Holland City State Bank
Hours: 10-11:30 ajn.; 3-5 Jk 7-8 p.m. defective hearing, and, most im190 East 8th
Holland portant of all, psychologicalhandicaps that make safe driving imPhone 2905
possible—these are found in literally millions of people who are toLUMBER BARGAINS
Hemlock, Rough or dressed. 2x4, day operatingsteel juggernauts
capable of hundred-mile-an-hour
1x6. 2x8, 2xlO-|30.
Seating, 680.00,Shiplap, 180.00. speeds. We’ll never go far toward
solving the accident problem until
Boards, rough, 684.00.
every state takes the steps necesGet our pikes on Bars shingles
to making certain that no perand rough Hemlock and white sary
son is given a license without propine Barn Boards. Anythingyou
viding proof of reasonablecapabiliwant in Yellow Pine, White Pine ty and a thorough knowledge of
and Fir lumber at lowest pricee. traffic regulations. We’ve let the inWe deliver anywhere.
capable drive as they pleased—
All Types of Insulation.
and they’ve made our highways a
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
shambles.
200 E. 17th St
Holland. Michigan.

MAO
-------

IZ^mAsor,:

without long and rigoroustraining,
and periodic examinationsfor
health and capability.
No man can command a ship—
though it plies oceans and waterways where the chance of collision
with another vessel is microscopically small— without similartrambig and examinations to determine

H

Diekema
COLDS

108.00s

5VfirtlSg-,

predetermined

track, with every conceivablesafe-

any kind is reouired to

'

Superiorlee Co.
Safaries, School Clerk*

Court CommUsioner for the
Si
ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell •1,°w«nce thereof and for the
assignment and distribution of the
at public auction or vendue to the
residue of said estate.
highest bidder at the North Front
It la Ordered, That the 22nd day
door of the Court House in the City
of November A. D., 1938, at ten o'of Grand Haven, in the said County
clock in the forenoon,at said Proof Ottawa, State of Michigan, on
bate Office, be and is hereby apthe 29th day of November,A. D.,
ointed for examiningand allow1988, at two o’clockin the afterig^ said account and hearing said
noon, Eastern Standard Time, of
that day, all those certain lands
It is further Ordered, That puband premises or so much thereof c notice thereof be given by pubas shall be necessary to pay and lication of a copy of thl* order, for
satisfy the amount of the said de- three suecessiveweek* previous to
cree, vis: 112,019.51, and the costa aid day of hearing, in the Holand expenses of this sale, together land City News, a newspaper printwith interest thereon from the date ed and circulatedin said County.
of the decree at seven per cent; and
CORA VANDE WATER,
if said sale is insufficient to pey
Judge of Probate.
these amounts, then to certifythe A true copy.
deficiency to the Court for a perHtrriet Swart,
sons] decree against the said deRegister of Probate.
fendants Leonard H. Thomson and
Adelaide G. Thomson,for the payExpires Nov. 12
ment of such deficiency.
• a e
Said property being describedas

ror-like surface of which she regarded herself. When the statue advanced German students met in
was found in 1820 in a grotto on the order to reorganize the German
Earthquakes,floods, tornadoes, duced VirginiaEllison, frosh coach. J. Arendshorst Ins ......... 21.79
island of Milo, or Melos, there were club. Ein Deutsche Verein was
Ju. A. Brouwer Co ......... 88.46
explosions—these are only routine
also found fragments of the upper started on Hope’s campus in 1898,
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL ESTATE Mooi Roofing Co .............114!27
businessesfor AmericanRed Cross
H. J. Arens
...............
left arm. How or when the arms
follows:
TRANSFERS
MORTGAGE BALI
but was disbanded a few years
Metal Office Furniture.
were broken off is unknown, but a
All those pieces and parcelsof
advisor Dr. William De Kleine.
later.
a • a
VogelsangHdwe .............
great deal of ancient sculpture has
land
situate
iltuate
In
in
the
Townshi
Township
of
Gerrit D. Wyngardcn and wife Freight
Speaking
in
chapel
service
re...............
During
the
business
meeting
the
Default
having
been made In the
been similarlyor more severely
Park, County of Ottawa, State of
to George Schreur SWtt SWK
mutilatedby time.
followingofficers were elected: cently, Dr. De Kleine told of SEK Sec. 18-5-16 Twp. Holland; City of Holland ................220.45 Michigan, and more particularlyconditions of certain mortgages
signed and executed by Carl Shaw
Decker Chevrolet ............ 4.50
describedas follows, vli:
president, Jean Hoekje; vice-presi- the two-fold activity of his unique Gerrit P. Rooks and wife to Roband Eva L Shaw, his wife, as folG. Buis ...............
................ 31.30
Lots
Thirty-seven
(87),
thirtydent, Marinus Potts; secretary, position.Administering relief, in ert S. De Bruyn and wife part Corner Hardware ............1.15 eight (88). thirty-nine (89)
lows:
eight
(88),
thirty-nine
(89),
fiftyEllis, ‘Jehovah la God’
Mildred Potter; treaaurer, Don Cor- the form of food, rehabilitation, NE*4 Sec. 24-5-15Zeeland: Sophia Central Hardware ............11.68 four (54), fifty-five(55) «'
First: That mortgage dated OeandflfThe name Ellis is a form of Elias,
C. Knutson to Jenorus O. Knutson
dez;
reporter, Lois Jane Kronesi Town
a Hebrew name meaning "JehoSH
SE*4
SE%
SWtt
Sec.
31-5-15
clothing, etc, the Red Cross organ------- ---- -that part
Twp. Holland; Gerrit Nykamp and
vah is God," or, according to one meyer. It was decided that the
..................
«ir th»
.68
ization “looks into the needs of wife to Clarence Grevengoed and
of Lot Four Hundred Ninety-six
authority, of Elisha, meaning "God new club be a continuationof the
1.13
(496) of the First Addition to
is my salvation." only slightly dif- club which was organizedforty the sufferersand helps them get wife Lot 29 Central Subd. Lota 8,
18.54
Waukasoo beginning at the P«ge 681, in the officeof the Reg4, 5, 6 and 7 Add. No. 1 Village of
ferent from Elias.
ister of Deeds of Ottawa County;
years ago, and the president ap- started again,’’ he explained.
7.42
Northeasterlycorner of the said
Harrington, Holland; Peter Bruaae
and which said mortgagewas duly
10.00
pointed a committee of three to
lot, running thence NorthwesterThe other phase oh fis work is and wife to Arthur Marcotte and
to Albert H. Meyer on
2.30
ly Two Hundred (200) feet; •srigned
wife Lota 25 and 26 Bruaae’a Add.
revise the old constitution.
Wood TourniquetsUsed
October 26, 1919, by assignment
2.52
teaching the “art of healthfulliv- Holland; Harold J. Damstra and gSLSfffitarc.: ::::::
thence Southwesterly Four HunPlans for future prograihs were
T. Keppel’s Sons
recorded In said Register of Deeds'
Tourniquetsfirst were made mori
6.75
dred Fifty (450) feet; thence
ing” to the American people.Cit- wife to John C. Dunton and wife IXL Machine Shop
office on October 14, 1920, In Lithan 300 years ago. They were sim- discussed. Miss Boyd consented to
86.83
Southeasterly
Two
Hundred
Lot 81 J. C. Dunton’s Add. Twp.
Mortgages,Page 454;
ply pieces of wood placed under give more illustrated lectures on ing the example of the Pellagra Holland; Bert Habing et al to Scott A Lugers
U9 (200) feet; thence Northeasterand which laid mortgagewai duly
bandages. In the many wars of Germany and the German people, plague which hit the cotton dis- Aleck Monetza and wife Lot 15
Moved by Trustee Lampen suply Four Hundred Fifty (450) wiffned to Fred Ter Haar and
that time they were often used.
and a joint meeting with the tricts so severely in 1928, Dr. De Oak Lawn Park Plat TSvp. Hol- ported bv Trustee Van Lente that feet to the place of beginning. Mary Ter Haar. Us wife, or to the
Hien a French surgeon produced a
Intention being to Include the
Kleine showed the miraculous ef- land; Logan Maiden and wife to
survivor of either, on October 28,
the report be adopted and orders
French
club is also planned.
complicated type. It was a band
easterly Two Hundred (200)
fects of a knowledge of the funda- Augusta Witt Wtt Lot 10 and pt. drawn for the several amounts.
1922, by assignmentrecorded in
Lot
1
Blk.
5
Akeley’a
Add.
Grand
feet
of
Lot
Four
Hundred
Ninewith a pad which screwed down
said Register of Deeds’ office on
mental principles of nutrition and Haven; Marion H. Dunton to Min- Carried, ail members voting aye
ty-six (496) of the First Addi- October 26, 1922, in Liber 97 of
over an artery.^ From this screw
Board adjourned.
Ellison, Bonthius
hygenic living upon the grave sit- nie Plakke Lot 83 J. C. Dunton’a
tion to Waukasoo. Also lot Four Mortgages, Page 666.
came the name tourniquet, an offuation. The death rate was re- Add. Twp. Holland; Dick H. CoatHenry Geerlings,Secretary.
Hundred Ninety-five(496), also Second: That mortgaga dated
shoot of the French "tourner,”
Represent
ing and wife to Meinderd Bade and
lots Four Hundred Fifty-four April 18, 1023, to Fred Ter Haar
duced 60% by the Red Cross.
meaning turn.
(454) to Four Hundred Eighty- and Mary Ter Haar. Us wife, or
At
Meet Throughout his talk the doctor wife Lots 3 and 4 Blk. 2 Holland;
Herman Kapenga and wife to Elsie
six (486), both inclusive,and to the survivor of either, of HolExpires Nov. 19—17540
At the extemporespeaking con- emphasized the importance of a Hettinga Pt. Lota 1 and 6 Blk. 62
lots Four Hundred (400) to Four land, MlcUaan, aa mortgagees, reSTATE OF MICHIGAN
knowledge of the “fundamental Holland; Gerrit Schutten and wife The Probate Court for the CounHundred Thirty-five(435), both corded on May 1, 1923, in said
tests held recently,Virginia Elliinclusive, except therefrom lots Itegiiter of Deed*’ office, in Liber
principlesof hygiene, particularly to Gerrit Alderink and wife R. ty of Ottawa.
son and Bob Bonthius were chosen
NE»4 SEK Sec. 31-5-15 Holland; At a sessionof said Court, held
Four Hundred Thirty-one (481)
the principlesof nutrition.” “Life
00 PM* 1.
to representHope in the state tourKatherine S. Weier to Dick HamThird: That mortgage dated
Officein theCityof and Four Hundred Thirty-two
would be extended five to ten years ber
nament at Kalamazooon November
(482), all lying and being in the June 29. 1927, to Thos. H. Marsilje
if everyone knew and followed the A—
------------ Vusse on™
aS.-----Holland;
John Vaivde
dlly 1 of Ortl
First Addition to Waukasoo, of Holland, MicUgan, as mort22.
mi
wif*
In Fred
FroH
0f
0ct.
A.
D.,
and
wife
to
Van
Wieren
rules of health,” he concluded.
Park Township, Ottawa County, gagee. recorded on July 20, 1927,
1938.
Bill Jacobs and Don Van Liere
Michigan.
Dr. De Kleine, who graduated Wtt NE»4 Sec. 23-5-16Twp. Park;
m Liber 186 of Mortgages,on
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
FRIENDLY. COURTEOUS- SiRVICI
were given second and third places
Arie Van Kersten and wife to John
Dated: October 12th, 1988.
Page 880, in the office of said Regfrom Hope in 1902, has visited the A. Sweta and wife Lot 9 Blk 15 S. Judge of Probate.
in
the
men’s
contest,
while
Isla
J.
Thomas
Mahan,
Wt know our customara don't wish to submit to amister of Deeds; and which said
In the Matter of the Eatate of
scene of every major disaster in W. Add Holland; CorneliusJ.
Circuit Court Commissioner, mortgage was duly
Meppelink placed second in the
y assigned to
W'lliatn LVznden Berg, Jr, also
barraaring investigation*so wt offer a Personalised
the United States that has occur- Kuite and wife to Edward H. Bliss
Ottawa County, Michigan.
ed Ter Haar
“ on ouary 14, 1928,
Fred
__
known a* William Jennings Vancontest for women.
Loan Service designed to provide quick cash loans
and
wife
Lot
59
B. L. Scott’s ElmDiekema, Cross A Ten Cate,
red within the last ten years; and
den Berg.
by assignmentrecorded
>rded January
wood
Add.
Holland.
Each
of
the
participating
men
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever.
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
23, 1928, in Liber 141 of Morieach year there have been over 100.
It appearing to the court that
was given one hour to prepare a
Business Address:
gage*. Page 228, In said Regia,
the time for presentationof claims
He
was
the first man to devote full
YOU
GET A
Holland, Michigan.
ter of Deed*’ office.
five-minute speech on a phase of
•gainst
said
estate
should
be
limtime service to public health work;
And whereby the power of sala
ited, and that a time and place be
Your oar (it need not be paid (or)— personal propthe national minoritiesquestion or
OF
for he started 25 years ago in the
contained in said mortgages has
appointed to receive, examine and
erty— your own signature are ample security. Anythe problem of United States neuExpires Nov. 26
become operative,and no suit or
infancy of sanitary science.
adjust all claims and demands
STATE OF MICHIGAN
one-married or single with a steady income can
trality. The subject choices given
proceeding at law having been inagainst said deceased by and before
In tho Circuit Court for the stitutedto recover the debts seuse this easy, dignifiedprivate plan to eecme
the women were socializedmediThe freshmen girls held a meet- Holland, Mich, October 10, 1988 said court:
County of Ottawa.
cured by said mortgages, or any
needed extra cash. Check over your money needs
cine and the United States and the ing Thursday morning in Van
It
is
Ordered,
That
creditors
of
In Chancery.
The Board of Education met in
part thereof, and there is claimed
then come in and talk it over.
said deceased are required to preEuropean situation.
Notice of Sale.
Raalte hall to decide on their pro- regular sessionand was called to
to be due on the date hereof the
sent their claims to said court at
order
by
the
President.
HENRY
J.
NIBBELINK,
AsAs the first all-schoolforensic gram for the annual Freshmantotal sum of $2,62646 for princiMembers all present except said Probate Office on or before signee of SETH NIBBELINK, pal and interest, composedby the
the
1st day of March, A. D, 1989, PUintiff.
Trustees Arendshorst and Olert.
amount due on the separate mort10 W. 8th Sti, 2nd floor, Phone 3175
Trustee De Koster opened with at ten o’clock In the forenoon,said vs.
gages In the order set forth above,
time
and
place
being
hereby
appraver.
ALFRED J. BRYANT and MIN- for principal and interest.First llr
Tells
The minutes of the previous pointed for the examinationand NIE BRYANT, Defendants.
802.70; Second $720.80; Third $602.meeting were read and approved. adjustment of all claims and deIn pursuance of a decree of the 86, and attorney fees as provided
mands
against said deceased
The
committee
on
Claims
and
Circuit
Court
for
the
County
of
in said mortgages ;
In
It is Further Ordered, That pub- Ottawa, In Chancery,made and
Accounts reportedfavorablyon
Now Therefore, notice is hereby
“Have you been successful in the following bills:
lic notice thereof be given by pub- entered on the 5th day of Septemgiven that pursuant to the statute
—Hope Anchor. gaining converts?”
lication of a copy of this order for ber, A. D.f 1938, in the above en- and said power of sale in said
Salaries, Clerk and
three successiveweeks previous to titled cause, I, the subscriber,a
“The East and West do meet,”
“We have had many more concontained,for the purAttendance Sec’y
$ 224.15 said day of hearing,in the Holland Circuit Court Commissioner for mortgages
pose of satisfyingthe sums due on
stated Dr. Wells Thoms, young verts in the last few years,” he H. R. Brink
. ............... '1.99 Citv News, a newspaper printed
the County of Ottawa, Michigan, said mortgages, the costa and
medical missionary of Arabia, and answered.“Most of the converts Central Mich. Co .............1.02
id circulatedIn said county.
shall sell at public auction or ven- charges of said sale, and any taxes
recent speaker in Hope’s chapel, are on the hospitalstaff.The gov- Fris Book Store ............... 1.45
CORA VANDE WATER.
due to the highest bidder at the and insurance premiums paid beMich.
Bell Tele. Co...„ ...... 35.28
Judge of Probate. North Front Door of the Court fore the date of said sale by the
when he graciously consented to ernment is a great oppositionto
Holland City News ........ 4.80 A true copy:
House in the City of Grand Haven, mortgagee,or assignee, the said
spaer a few minutes of his time for the spreading of Christianity, how- Bruce PublishingCo ....... 18.00
Harriet Swart,
in said County of Ottawa, State of mortgages will be foreclosed by
an Anchor interview. He went on to ever. Secret societies are rapidly Salary, Secretary ............20.85
Register of Probate.
Michigan,on the 6th day of Decem- sale of the nremiaea to the highest
explain that humans are alike the springing up for the purpose of Teachers'Salaries, Oct ..... 17,150.00
ber, A. D., 1938, at two o’clock in bidder at public auctionon the 18th
World Letters ..................119.10 Lasting as the Stars tho afternoon, Eastern Standard day of November, 1938, at two o’world over, and that much the same following the concepts of Jesus
American Book Co.
5.68
Time of that day, all those certain clock in the afternoon of said day,
problems arise in Arabia as in Christ,whom the Arab recognizes Chas. Merrill Co ...............
7.64 Most beautifaltribute to one de- lands and premises or so much
at the north front door of the
America.
as a great man, before he accepts A. S. Barnes Co .............
6.10 parted is (he offeringthat experts thereof aa shall be necessary to
court house in the City of Grand
Zuner
Bloser
Co.
........
6.08 no reward save ite own evidence pay and satisfy the amount or the Haven, Michigan.
Dr. Thoms attended Preparatory Him as Savior. These youth moveAllyn
&
Bacon
.... .............
5.22
Said premises are described aa
of lasting worth. Whether simple and decree, viz: 12,044.24, and the
school in Holland in 1921, and left ments originatedin Calcutta, India, Scott Foresman Co .........
10.83
coats and expensesof this sale, follows:
and
as
the
Nazi
youth
consider
here after his freshman year in
Macmillan Co ..... .........
1.40 or impooing in character,memorial
together with interest thereon
The following described land
1925 to continue Jiis studies in Ka- Hitler to be everything, so they Popular ScienceMontWy..
1.35 problems of your* become oura from the date of the decree at sevand premises,situated in the City
consider
Christ
to
be
everything.”
Houghton
Mifflin
Co
.......
1.26
from
the
day
you
consult
us.
lamazoo. Since then, he has studied
en per cent; and if said sale is inof Holland, County of Ottawa,
Ginn A Co ........ ........ .......
74.70
sufficient to pay these amounts,
of Michigan, vis: All that
at the University of Michigan, “How did you happen to become Freight and Express ......
7.30
then to certify the deficiencyto
part of lota eleven and twelve in
trained on the surgery staff of a s medical missionary?”was the J. C. Winston Co .... ......
22.61
the Court for. a personal decree
Block fourteenof the SouthPanama hospital,and taken six next question.
Follett Book Co ...
2.33
west Addition to the City of Hob
against the said defendants Alfred
“My mother and father were Amer. Education Press.... 12.00
months of eye work in New York.
land, which is bounded by a line
J. Bryant and Minnie Bryant, for
7.69
beginaingat a point on tha
Therefore,ha was well equipped to missionaries in Arabia and went
« WJ®*0! *ncb deficiency.
Fris Book Store
------8.37
south line of said lot eleven,
Said property being described
set out for Arabia in the winter of over in 1898,” Dr. Thoms explained.Magazines ..........___
8.40
follows:
one hundred fifty feet east from
me
1981. This trip home was his first “I lived then as a boy and became
19.20
the southwest corner of lot ten,
All those pieces and parcels of
If foo Deed fowls for • aoand purpote, tad can
17.72
furlough and he plans to replace naturally interestedin furthering
to said block fourteen. Running
tend
suituate
in
the
Township
4.68
Dr. Harrisonin Muscat, Arabia their work. I also was acquainted Holland Super Service....
thence east along the south line
act cm ample fequiwaanta,we will gladly
Central Hardware _______
3.24
of laid lots, fifty feet. Thence
during the latter’s furlough next with Dr. Harrison,who incidentally Eagle Ottawa Leather Co.
lead you the money. Oar Petsocal Loan service
5.85
north to the north line of said
particularly described as folyear. Dr. Harrison is the father of has taught me much about surgery, John Owens ________
26.00
lot twelve. Thence west fifty,
lows, viz:
it (icadly, for
confidential.We invite
and
he
interested
me
in
Arabia.”
Lussky
Wtite
Co
......
Margaret Bilkert, sophomore, and
10.97
,,Th« West one-half (WV4) of feet. Thence south to the place
It was discoveredthat Dr. Thoms Service Machinery Co,...
1.09
of Paul Harrison, freshman.
of beginning. Said premises are
yootonaeit.
the Southeast one-quarter (SEA7
had worked with Jennie Bast, slasubject to easementfoi; use of
“Which phase of your work do
Fl%. Stevens Co. ............
2.92
?ne (U of Town
• passage or driveway reserved
ter of Henrietta Bast who graduNorth of Range FifLapcheske Leather Co .....
you personallyconsiderof primary
12.92
to deed given to JohnLVan
ated from Hope last year. Jennie A. L. Holcomb Co -------te«n (16) West, according to the
2.00
burg and recorded to
importance!” the reporter queried
Government survey, being Rob- : pake 518, in “
has retired from nursing,however, Behler Moung Co ----------of Dr. Thoms.
Holland
iS*R Township, OttswaTCounty,Dated August
_______
II!
and is how the wife of Mr. Bell of G. Buis ------’ Michigan.
Rubelmann
Hardware
.,.
Dr. Thoms dear blue eyes light3.85
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PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ed with enthusiasm as be launched

Holland Electric

Co.

.

_

Further information concerning Northern Supply Co.
on his favorite topic: “Helping peo- Dr. Thoms’ experiences in Arabia Quality Mlllwork
ple to know Christ means more to
can be obtained from an article Holland Lumber Co.
me than anything else," he replied written by Lowell Thomas in the De Free Hardware
Dick Zwiep
wholeheartedly.
the September COMMENTATOR. Stearnes Co. ____

—
.

Federal Deposit InsuranceCorporation

Al

Monument Works

8740
19.60
.76

Block north and half block
WMt .af Warm Friend Tavern

87.12
.70

4.78

18

PHONE 4284
W. .Till Sti, Holland
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Dated: October 19th, 1988.
Surviving A
J. Thomas Mahan,
and Survi
Circuit Court Commissioner,

Frank

pS£”

C0”l)r’
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Business Address:
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
COLORED ARTISTS TO SING AT

CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH

HOPE MEMORIAL CHAPEL

CHURCH NEWS

Miss Catherine Van Buren, foremost soprano of the colored race today, will officiallyopen the local
Oeo. W. Trotter,Supt
Choral Union concert course in
Bl-M E. 8th St
Hope Memorial Chapel next WedSunday, 1:»-Bibl« School.
— Song, Music, Message nesday, Nov. 16, in a change of
dates announcedthis week. Harry
and Praise.
Farbman, violinist, scheduled for
6:30— Junior
Junior Pray*:
Prayer Band.
7:30 — -Evangelistic
Evangelistic Service,an
. appearance here next week, will
SpecialMusicTCeo. W. Trotter will Play on Miss Van Buren’s date in
January
speak.
As a lyric soprano. Miss Van
m"tinr' Buren easily holds a place in the
We&eaday 7:80 - Young Peo- American world of music. She has
been soloist with the Fisk univerple's Fellowship Club.

cmr mission

—
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I

COOKING SCHOOL FOR TWO
MORE WEDNESDAYS
The cookinr school, which was
held Wednwo««7
nesday m
in me
the stimury,
Armory,
will continue every Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 p. m.. on November 16, as well as November 23.

Mias Betty Young,

SUNDAY DINNER

nationally

with a “Blowout” on Wednesday

children and one educational reel
was shown. Prises were awarded to
the holder of a lucky ticket Those
who received prises were: table
lamp, Ed Holleman; thermos jug,
Henry W. Beek; chair, Paul Wclterink; basket of groceries, Jeanette B. Van Noord.
attended.

T 1 7TTH iuch good values in meats.
V V tggt, vegetables and fruitathia
week, it won't be hard for housewives
to keep within their food budgeta. It
may even be possible to put a little
money aside for Thanksgivingdinner
luxuries. All meata and poultry are
reasonable; eggs are coming down In
price; and there are many cheap fruita
and vegetables.
Perhaps the best meat selection!for
week-endmeals aro pork loin, beef or
any kind of poultry.In the vegetable*,
bargains will
be
found in string
.....
— .--mu
atiing beans.
ucans,

honor of Mr. Lehman’s birthday. Pent the week end with Mr. HenMr. Lohman received a very use- ry Volken.
The Christian Endeavor society ful gift. A two-course Iuhcu
lunch was
The play, 'The Enemy” under
of the Second Reformed church served. Those present included:Mr.
___
met Sunday evening. The meeting and Mrs. John Lohman, Mr. and the direction of Mrs. L benerpenwas in the form of a “Ship Wreck71 Mrs. Edward TeUman, Mr. and isse is being given this
meeting. The meeting was opened Mrs. Andrew Lohman, Viola and Thursday and Friday evenings,
by the president, Ella Ensing, who Arlene Lohman, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Nov. 10 and 11. Reserved seat ticgave the introductionafter which Overjieek, Chester, Verna May, kets can be obtainedfrom Mr. Ben
Rev. P. A. De Jonge has receiv- “What a Friend We Have in Je- 1/orraine and Eleanor Overbeek, Kooiker.
ed a call from the Reformedchurch sus” was sung. Prayer was offer- Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lohman, Joyce
The Bolhuia children's quartette
of Racine, Wis.
ed by Raymond Huizenga. The and Kenneth Lohman, Mr. and of Hudsonville will furnish specMr. Gus Hollemanand friend of scripture lesson for the evening Mrs. Edwin Lohman and Laverne ial music at the evening serviceof
Hamilton visited Mr. and Mrs. was taken from I Thess. 4: 6-16. Lohman, Mr. and Mrs. Harold the American Reformed church
Among the other numbers were Lohman and Dalwyii Lohman, Mr. next Sunday.
Henry Kronemeyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker were
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy testimonies,readings, poems, sen- and Mrs. Martin Sternberg, Miltence prayers, duets and hymns dred and Elaine Sternberg and guests of Mr., and Mrs. Henry Van
and children visited their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Lohman and Doornik last Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Vander Kooy were sung. Among those glvin
duets were Pauline HaU and Hen’ son, Donald Lohman.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold De Free of
of Grand Rapids on Thursdayevening.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink of Holland were Sunday guests of
7Ji
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kempkers.
Mr. Jacob Kooienga has made
Holland are the proud parents of
Miss Alydia and Mr. Eli Van
several trips to Holland to see his sang "Throw Out the Life Line”: a baby boy born at the HoHand
Ed and Hartsel Holleman who sang
Sweden of Grand Rapids were Sunfather, Mr. Gerrit Kooienga who is
hospital
on
Friday.
The
child
has
“Lighthouse on the Shore.” The
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
seriouslyill at his home there.
seats were arraigned in ship form been named Vernon Dale. Mrs. Van Sweden.
Rev. P. A. De Jonge announced
and candles were
used to
gh the Brink was formerly Eleanor Dren------ ».ve
to his congregation that he had
Mr. and Mrs. Harold DangreH^ht. Rev. Leonard Greenway of ten.
declined the call to the Reformed
mond and Betty Lou and David
Grand
Haven
will
render
an
organ
Mrs.
Henry
Hoffman
of
Jameschurch of Racine, Wis.
Lon Dangreraond were Sunday
recitalat the Second Reformed burg, N. J., is spendinga few
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Roelofs and church on Thursdayevening, Nov. days with the H. W. Schutmaat guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dangremond at Grandville.
son, and Mrs. Jane Snyders of 17, at 7:45 under the auspices of family.
Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs. the ChristianEndeavor society. A
Messrs. Joe Lugten, Harold DanThe Ladies Missionsrysociety gremond and Alvin Strabbing are
Ed Vanden Brink on Friday even- silver collection will be taken. All
of
the
American
Reformed
church
ing.
for the northern
are cordially invited to attend. met at the church last week 'Hiurs- leaving Friday fo
Penninsula
where
Next Sunday evening the local Bring your friends.
—
—
—re
they will go
day afternoon. Mrs. Scherpenisse deer hunting.
Christian Endeavor society will
had
charge of devotions.
. ollow».
Foil
meet with the Vriesland society,
Mrs. Hulsman and Julia MaatHAMILTON
ing the devotions and business a
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hop aid
man called on Mrs. K. Dangremond
quilt was tied. Refreshments were
son, Jerry Lee, have moved into the
last Monday afternoon.Mrs. DanOn Friday evening a pleasant
gremond is spending some time
upstairsrooms vacated by Mr. wd surprise was
held at the
---------- hi
.jome of
“rts*
Georee
j*1’with her children,Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Heuvelman.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lohman in
Mr. Heinie Keen of Holland Ed Dangremond here.

„
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Braised Chuck Steak with
PoUtoes and Carrota
Creamed Cauliflower
Bread and Butter
Orange and Grapefruit Section!

group of Negro

Coffee

I

«

A

Orange and Grape Salad
Rolls and Butter

spirituals,

Pecan Tarts

Coffee

Tea or

Milk

Quality

J.

kind

BEEF

ROUND,

ROAST
REEF.

Thomas Mahan,

BEEF POT ROAST
BOILING BEEF

1L ^
:

GROUND

I7e

PUMPKIN

3

,IN3E,MiATYCUn|b.

14c

Sugar
Brown Sugar
Com Meal

25

5-lb.

bag 13c

Pancake Flour

5-lb.

bagISo

5-lb.

bag

»«>"«"

ne

|b.

15c

lb.

BEEF

2

lb*.

PORK SAUSAGE olDsMOH 2
ROAST
BOSTON BUTT FORA

lb*.

PORK

LOIN

|b.

LOIN END CUTS

25c
25c
19c
18c
2$C

lb.

llOAST

PORK CHOPS

CHOICE LEAN CENTER CUTS |b<

-v-

J*

1

*

?

SLAB BACON

18c

b.

cuts

MILD SUGAR CURED
ANY SIZE PIECE

-

SMOKED SQUARES

2

Herring9^'

SLICED BACON
CHICKENS fancy

celloWckage
fresh

lb.

lb.

21c

lbs.

25c

..c,

75c

2 pkgt. 25c

birds

PERCH FILLETS o&Kh 2

HADDOCK
The

voters o

f

lb.

19c

FILLETS

RING BOLOGNA

or Liver

2

Ibt.
Ibt.

Sausage 2

25c
23c

lbs.

25c

majority on electionday.

ELBERN PARSONS,

me

of

Ottaws County. I appreciateit from

and fed this

orenrhdmingvote

is

my

standard. 4.

Cowan

1

sn endorsement of my work

County.

3

Mo,t

1

Apple
Salad

25c

4 cans
AIP Goldtn

cans
4 cans
3

l*nt*rn

4 atl9o

Butter

58-oz. jar

Mustard

Noodles

Iroad

qt.

25o
1

—

1
1

Dill

19c

cans

25c

Pickles

Crushed

4o
9o

190
9o
cans 9c

2-qt. jar

Pineapple

Pears

Kieffer
Butter, Country

2

2

^

1
1

Roll

tic

lb.

Fresh Eggs in Cartons doz. 37c
Margarine, Suregood 2 Iba. 21 o

CORN

Harvest time is stock-up time.
you look on^page two, sec
tion. two, you will see there a
a bumper crop of values.' Two

4

....

FLOUR Pillsbury 24'/} lbs.

25c •

25o

23o

17®
39o

4

lb.

19c

Dairy Food,

1

6%

100fba.S1.i0

Sauce
Beans

25o
3o
Wax Paper, Cut-Rite 2,“£25c
. Super Suds ceac**** 2large35o
. Super Suds **** 2giant33o
«

Cranberry
Navy

2 cans
4 Iba.

1

» PlHEAPPLEa.m.2

POTATOES

APPLES
Baiaias
OWNED AND OPERATED BY GREAT ATLANTIC A

PACIFIC ra*

00.

6f~19c e

2Ie
2 for 15c
10 >*. 29c
bag

HEAD LETTUCE

and l/eyataUa*

,g,

ORARGESET
BRUSSELS

2

do..

39c

SPROUT 19eqt

CELERY HEARTS" bunch Sc

BEANS

be. 15c

Rlpsnedto
Peak Flavor

-"M

5c e Spirach Homs

Grown;

warkt*

prk., .ubj.ct to ctaage only wttb tbo ebanga In tbo

If

may know what

0c

Fin* 2^.250

of

Royal Dessert 3 pk«‘Kellogg’s All-Bran large

Jello

5c

4 rolls
2

Grapefruit

HARVEST FESTIVAL

strong horses are pullingthe load,
and what a load._We refer you to
page' two, section two, so you

OtUwi

A 19c

Red Kidney Beans

cans 27c
cans 25c
can 10c

4

Ttuets

!!•

bargain prices. Carl E. Swift, Holland Mich., Telephone 4796.

Sheriff-Elect of

Soup

with air compressors,air lift, guns,

feel pleased and gratefulfor the loyalty shown.

2

Pure

1

»

ff*8015**®engine.

etc. AH in excellentconditionat

sideration. It is here that I have been brought tip and naturally

Refined

Urge

12c • Friit Cocktail 2 cn.2ic

2 large

PRRNES

10. Cincinnati time clock with
**£?*•*
dr»"ing filing
cabinet.12. Spray booth complete

heart,

gratefulto the voters of Holltnd and vicinity for their kind con-

LARD

10o
9c

-

1

9c

ail

Feed

factory

as your sheriff.1 also wish to stress the fact that I am deeply

FRANK VAN ETTA*

Flakes

—

Sira%n

Cereal

Salad Dressihg PaTe at. 29C

1

Math

lift truck. 6. Various types of factory trucks. 6. Platform scale 1,000
Ibs rapudty. 7. Parcel Post scale.
8. Fire extinguishers. 9. Briggs and

the bottom of

&

1

pkg.

25c *

Cheese

SALE:
1. Heavy duty drill
press. 2. Double spindle belt drive
grinder and buffer. 3. Arbor press

County for their loyal support of me for a second term as Sheriff

Soda Crackers 2

Poetum

Com

47c
Blue Label canlOo
Spag. 4 pkgs. 1 9o
4

1

Sauerkraut

24i/2 lbs.

Karo Syrup,
Macaroni —
Pork A Bean., Ion.

Miicembik:2*.. 1»C

9o

Soap

pr part time. No soliciting; largely mail orders. Good future.
Large profits. 8250.00.Box 171.

Ottawa

•

Fela-Naptha
6 bars
White House Milk 4 tall cans
Wisconsin
lb.
Borden’s Cheese 2-lb. loaf
Scratch
100 Iba. $1.29
Laying
100 Iba. $1.65

SALE:— Unusual opportunity to purchase established
ihed business. Ideal for mechanic, full

I with to take this opportunity to thank the voters of

Flour

o
can 50c

24i/2 lbs. 81
3-lb.

Wheaties

2 cant 25o
24i/2lba.49o

Flour

Iona
Splendid

a cant

Butter

Hash

Corned Beef

PEAS.

FOR

THANK YOU!

3

BREAD

37c
25c

2 tall cant

25c
Spinach
29o
Maraschino Cherries 2 ftM9c
Potted Meat
3 cans 0c
Rajah Currants
2 pkge. 23c

Green Beane, Beete 4
Lima
3
Grapefruit Juice 47-oz. can

Beane

Flah
Flour

2 cans 9o
Peanut
2-lb. jar 21 o
4X Sugar, 1 -lb. pkg. 3 for 20o
White Figs 2 8-oz. pkge. 5o

25c
cane 25c
cane 25o
cane 25c

4

2 tall cans 21 o

Salmon

Grapefruit

cans

4

Applesauce

Heinz

SALE — Hand picked Spies
and Winter Banana apples. John
Steketee,429 W. 21st St. Phone

.

Tomatoes

can 50c

re-election

OR

and

*

75c

24i/2 lbs.

Malz Niblets
Northern Tissue

Fred Van Wieren

l1

Flour

White

25c

Salmon

21c

p1*-

2-lb.

— Spry

1

bag

Coffee

Gold Medal
Crisco

1

RAISINS Seedl... 4

Del

appreciatefully

that office.

L_

5c
Qc

25t

Peel

sideration.

FOR

Pink

Red
Tuna

Food 4 cant 25c
Heinz Baby Food
4 cant 29c
Graham Crackers
2 lbs. 14c
Tomato Catsup 2 4-oz. 5c
Sparkle Dessert 3 pkge. 0c
Citron
2 pkgt. 15c

missioner their kindest con

Tuesday for

1

Cake
SWANSDOWN Flour
Hill* Bros.

25o

Jtmlma pfcg. 1

2

PaCIB

Tomato Soup
Tall Boy Soup

the splendid vote given

Prosecuting Attorney-Elect.

$1.19

lbs.

Gerber’s Baby

Com

Com-

candidacy for Drain

I

Aurt

i

Ottawa

County have always given my

it a large

Rolled Oats

15c

OYSTERS solidpac*.directf«omthe coast pi 21c

Thanks!

25c

5-lb. bag

Pancake Flour

lOM

large
can a

1

Lean
Firat Cuta

shoulder

Beet

Lily

Hollahd

preciate your gratifying vote, carrying with

any of our markets. You’ll save money.

lb.

Bone Cuta

BACONETTES

cannot state too emphatically that I deeply ap-

to

23c

Lean, Round,

Pork Steak

PORK ROAST

•Ai-L-Ji-ii

I

today

lb.

LAMB ROAST s"INSUM,SH0uu,t«<:unlb. 15c
LAMB BREAST 5TtW0»«*'“ 7C

Tuesday.

Thank You!

A&P. Come

Meat

STEAKS
CHOICE CUTS IK&NOED
^ brana SIRLOIN OR SWISS

Pork Chops

Circuit Court Commissioner.

I

—

c li ‘tif1* con*urter
thus eliminating many in-between
profits. These savings are passed on to you. And that’s the

HomlessPiciiicss.:--,.17,
I

take this opportunity through this publication

Atty.

the plantations, ships, blends, roasts, packs and

Milk

Too, Thank You!

at the polls

sts coffee at

°®ee “ a va*u? you “"’t overlook — a value made

n ,

Broccoli

lor their

IT

P COFFEE FOR EXIMFIE

possible because A&P is the only retail organization that buys
Copr. 193$ by Graal A&P Taa Co.

Medium Cost Dinner

m

of Ottawa County

MEM

Cup Cakes

Tea or

YOUNG

me

&b/

When you buy Eight o’Clock, Red Circle or Bolur Coffee, you
save up to 10c a pound — and often more. Yet you enjoy
coffee so fine m quality, so rich in flavor that many coffee
•over, would willingly pay far more for coffee so good. Yes,

Low Cost Dinner

Very Special Dinner
ed by Burleigh.
Mushroom Broth
This concert will officiallyopen
Roast Loin of Pork
the Choral Union course, a pre-seaGlaied Apple Halves filled with
Refrifewtorhave been set np on son concert having been presented
Puree of ChestnuU
the floor of the Holland Armory, in October by the MichiganSymMashed Sweet PoUtoes or
and will plsy an important part
phony orchestra. Season tickets
:kets
Candied Yams
the demonstration.
for the entire course of five numCreamed Celery
It is understood that the ladies bers may still be obUined from the
Persimmon and Endive Salad
attendingwill receive gifts at Hope college office. Besides Mr.
Rolls and Butter
Cranberry Pie
theae sessions.Willism Berg, lo- Farbman, other numbers are the
Coffee
ral manager of the Michigan' Gas "Messiah” in December, the ChamC ElectricCo., has made arrange- ber Opera Trio in February, and
ments for these schoolsof instruc- the Augustana
Aueustana college choir the The regular issue'of'the Woman’s
tion, so essentialin the kitchen.
first of March.
Day, a monthly publicationsponsored by the Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co., is now available and copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
county A&P food stores. Ask
I for
your copy.
I,

consideration of

-

r

TME

rape fruit and oranges are cheap, too.
Broccoli, mushrooms, celery, Iceberg
lettuce,apples, pears and grapes are
other vegetable and fruit items which
moderate budget! may afford.
Here are
-Reasonable
---..-Mia U1BUUB
menus Buyinggeited for low, medium and generous
allowances.
(i

‘Weepin’ Mary,” "New Bom
Again,” and “Sometimes I Feel
Like a Motherless Chile,”arrang-

to thank the voters

—

WHEN WE Sir “MLUE” WE

cauliflower,spinach and cabbage,

Michael’sGate,” Liza Lehman;
Clear Soup
“Pastoral,”La Forge; the “Polon- Roast Stuffed Chicken, Giblet Gravy
Mashed
•a
PoUtoes
roiatoes
Fresh String Beam
aise” from Mignon, Thomas; and

I

JAMESTOWN

Director of the AJtP Kltcbea

Electric
all IGA

Co., in cooperation with
storea, the Dutch Kitchen, Mass
P^mitura Co., Ebelink Flower
Shop, and Elm Valley Milk Co.
aw making this cooking schoo
possible. The modern improved
ranges, the Ruud Automatic Water Hea
Jester, and the ElectroluxGas sity choir for four years, is a graduate of the Oborlin Consen-atory
of Music, and has sen-ed on the
faculties of the music departments
of four universities. She is ranked
with the great Negro tenor, Roland
Hayes.
Petite and prepossessing in appearance, modest and graceful of
manner, Miss Van Buren's voice is
reputed to have color, range, depth,
modulation — those qualities so
much admired in the really successfulconcert singer.
Her program will include two
arias from operas by Handel-Bibb;
the Schubert “Gretchen am Spinnrade”; “Sandmannchen”and “Treue
Liebe,” by Brahms; “O Bocca Do.
lorosa”and “La Girometta,”by Sibella; “Louise,” Charpentier; “Alleluiah,” Mozart; "Magdalen at

MISS BETTY

parents here.
The Ladies Aid of the Second Reformed church met Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Henry
Kronemeyer.
Mr. Harry Boersen is confined to
his home with scarlet fever.
The Girls’ League for Service
will meet at the church parlorsFriday.
The business men of this locality entertained the local people

ANTHONY

By CORA

expert in the culinary art.

&

employed at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Rottschafer of Grand
Rapids spent Thursday with her

evening at the Y.M.C.A. hall. Talking motion pictures consistingof
three reels, two comedies for the

known home economist,is in charge
of this cooking, and she is an

The Michigan Gas

ORTHODOX BAPTIST
CHURCH

19th and Pine.
Speaker: Rev. L. L. Olsen of the
Denver Bible School.
Morning subject: “David's Inimitable Psalm.”
Evening subject:“Who Are
Predestined to Heaven?”
B.Y.P.l’. 6:30. Rev. Olsen in
charge.

1 I

JAMESTOWN

Central at Tenth.
Woman’s Literary Bldg.
The sacrament of Holy Baptism
10:00 A. M. — Message by Rev.
was administered to Donna Lou.
L. J. May.
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
11:20 A. M. — Bible School.
Tigelaar and Paul Arden, son of
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s
Mr. and Mrs. Arden Huisenga at
Meeting.
the morning services of the Sec7:30 P. M.— EvangelisticSingond Reformed church.
ing. Special Music and Inspiring
Mrs. John Vander Kooy, Mrs.
Message by Rev. May. A cordial
Nick Rooker, Mrs. Paul Enaing,
welcome to all.
Thursday, 7:30 P. M.— Prayer Miss Ella Ensing attended a kitchen shower honoring Miss Margie
and Praise in Gospel Hall.
Ver Hage at the home of Mr. and
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY Mrs. John Ensing of Forest Grove
on Wednesday.
Sen-icesin Warm Friend Tavern.
Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
Joe and Henry Leenheer and
Subject: “MORTALS AND IM- Miss Gertrude Leenheer visited
MORTALS.”
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waldo of
Wednesday Testimonial meeting, Zeeland on Friday.
8:00 P. M.
Miss Gertrude Van Noord who is

WEDNESDAY

Evangelist L. L Olsen of the
panvtr Bible Institute is coming
back to the Firat Orthodox Baptist Church next Sunday. His subJjcti are announced elsewhere in
this paper. His rousing trumpet
playing
•
w and
— singing is Vcausing
U £
much attraction. The public
i
is wel-

NEWS

it’s

all about.

There are some real values from
a score of merchants.It is surely
a clean-cutbumper crop.
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SERVICE
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